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ABSTRACT

A scannf.ng Fabry-Perot spectrometer at Mawson, Antarctica

(invarlant lat1Èude: zoos¡ was used Ëo measure Doppler shlft and

broadening of the OI l630nn emLsslon ln the nlght airglow and aurora.

Analysis of these measurements ylelded estimates of neutral

thernospherf.c ÈemperaÈures and wlnd velocLties ln the altltude range

200-300kn. l.feasurements were obtalned over 60 nights during the

austral wfnÈer and equLnoxes of 1983.

The dlurnal behavlour of the observed wlnd velocity was found to

follow the pattern of lon convectlon wlthin the polar thermosphere,

thus conffrming the vlew chat lon dtag is the principar source of

monentu¡n for the neutral thermosphere at htgh geomagnetlc latlcudes.

The rcind speed and temperature lrere both observed to increase during

geomagnetically disturbed conditlons .

Further examinaÈion of the wlnd data revealed a strong dependence

on the Y-component of the interplanetary magnetic field as measured by

the IMP-8 spacecraft. This dependence rùas consisÈent with changes in

the relative sizes of the dawn and dusk ion convection cells. A

comparison of the observed winds with the predlctions of a

thermospheric general circulatlon model yielded good agreement ln wind

dlrectlon although the nodel wlnd speeds were generarly rarger than

those observed.

observatlons on several nlghts r,rere devoted to the study of the

vertical component of the wlnd velocity. Thts showed a large, rapid

and complex response to energy lnput assoclaÈed with auroral
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substorms. Upward motlons of -100ns-1 were observed during perlods of

large geonagnetlc dlsturbance. osclllatory notlons of amplftude

>20ns-1 were observed during both qulet and dlsturbed condltf.ons and

\tere conslstent wlth Èhe presence of Èhernospheric gravity rüaves.

The preeence of large dfvergences 1n the horizontal wlnd fleld was

noted and was ÈenÈatively ascrlbed to the dfsslpatLon of thermospheric

gravity waves generated ln the vlclnfty of the auroral electrojet.
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Chapter I

TNTRODUCTION

The thermosphere ls that regl-on of the atmosphere above

approxlmately 100km altitude, wfthín whlch the temperature increases

as a function of height. The structure and dlmamics of the

thermosphere are of great interest since the regíon is coupled to, and

Ís influenced by, many other components of the sun-earth system. rn

particular, the thermosphere is directly coupled to the solar wind at

high geomagneËic latitudes. The coupling occurs via momentum transfer

from ions convected by the high-latÍtude electric field which is in

turn produced by the interaction of the solar v¡ind and the geomagnetic

fíeld. rn addltion, solar wind particles may directly enter the

Ëhermosphere to produce heating, ionisation and aurorar displays at

high latitudes. The consequences of these high-latitude processes are

often global in their extent.

The aims of this thesis are :

(i) to identify the principle mechanisms responsible for

driving the thermospheric circulation at high ratitudes.

(ii) to identify the mechanisms responsible for perturbations to

the basic circulation.

The thesis presents the results of observations of the

thermospheric temperature and wind velocity made from withln the

southern auroral zone. Observations were carried out at the Australian

National Antarctic Research Expedition's station at Mawson 167.6os,

62.gol) over 60 nights during the austral wlnter and equinoxes of
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1983. ThernospherLc tenperature and wlnd veloclty were Lnferred from

measurements of the Doppler shfft and broadenlng of the oI l630nm

emission, produced 1n the alrglow and aurora, withln the altltude

range 200-300kn. The measurenents ntere made uslng a separation-scanned

Fabry-Perot spectromecer, designed and constructed at the Mawson

Institute for Antarctlc Research. ?

The structure of the thesis is as follows: chapter 2 provides a

theoretlcal background to the work and presents a review of the

relevant llterature. The structure of the thermosphere is discussed

and is related co the lncldent photon and particle fluxes. The

ionosphere and magnetosphere are then introduced and their

relationship to the neutral thermosphere is explored. Finally, the

dlmamics of the thermosphere are discussed. in the light of recent

observations. Part.icular emphasis is placed on the high-latitude

thermosphere and the role of high-latftude electric flerds.

chapter 3 deals with the remote sensing of thermospheric

properties via optical techniques. Emphasls is placed upon high

spectral resolution studies of the ì63Onm emission of atomic oxygen.

The difficulties of applying these techníques during daytíme are

discussed.

rn chapter 4 the theory of the slngle etalon Fabry-perot

spectrometer Ís presented. The instrument used in this study is

described in detail in chapter 5 and the data analysis technique in

Chapter 6.

The results of the proJecÈ are presented fn Chapter 7. The diurnal

variations of thermospheric wind vel-ocity and temperature, as observed

from Mawson, are discussed and the observed wind is related to the

lon-drag mechanism of momentr¡¡n transfer. ThIs mechanÍsm is identified
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as the Prfnary momentum source for the htgh-latttude thermosphere. The

varLations of rslnd velocfty and temperature are Lnvestigated as

funcÈions of magnetlc locar tfme and of geornagnetic activiÈy.

A subsequent sectlon ls devoted to the influence of the y-

component of the lnterplanetary magnetfc fleld upon thermospherl-c

circulation. This cornponent affects the geometry of the htgh-l-atitude

erectric fíeld and is found to have a slgnificant infruence upon

circulatlon. The results are compared rvith the predlctions of a

thermospheric circulation moder and found to agree qualitatively.

A further two sections present the results of measurements of che

vertical component of che wlnd veloclty and lts posslble relationship

to large observed gradients in the horizontal components. The

conclusions of the project are summarised in Chapter 8.
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Ghapter 2

STRUCTURE AND DTNAI-ÍICS OF THE THERMOSPHERE

2.1 Introductlon

This chapcer traces the developmenÈ of our current understandlng

of thernospherfc dynamlcs. Section 2.2 describes the effects of solar
radiation on the earth's upper atmosphere and introduces the energy

and momentum sources which drive the thermospheric clrculation. This

section also describes the ionosphere and magnetosphere, to which the

therrnosphere is coupled via the mechanism of ion drag. rn section 2.3

the fÍeld of thermospheric d¡mamics is reviewed from the early 1970s

to the present. The importance of high-ratitude processes is
emphasised and the study of the high-latitude thermosphere is treated
separately. Finarly, in sectjon 2.4, a su¡nmary is glven and the future
direction of thermospheric research is discussed.

2.2 Solar Radiatton and the Earth's Upper Atmosphere

The sun emits electromagneÈlc radlatlon over a broad spectrar
range extending from ganma rays to radio waves. Radiation is
transmitted by the earth's atmosphere within the visible region of the

spectrum (-400-800nm) and parts of the radio region. Radiation at
other wavelengths is absorbed wfthin Èhe atmosphere and serves as the

prinary energy source for most atmospherLc processes.
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I{lthln the vlslble reglon the solar spectrum resembles that of a

brack body at e tempereture of -6oooK. The greater part of the energy

ls emitted ln the range 200-12o0nm and orlginates wlthin the

photosphere (the visible solar disc). The energy frtrx wlthln this
range, measured in the vtcinity of the earth,s orbit, is

-1.2x103 l.I.t-2 (Ratclfff e L972). At wavelengrhs below 100n¡n (rhe X-ray

and ulcraviolet range) radlation ls emltced prlnctpally by the corona

and chromosphere at temperaÈr¡res of the order of 106X. The flux wfthin

this range fs -3x10-3 Iü.r-2 (Hinteregger Lglo,Lg76) and is almost

totally absorbed within the thermosphere. The X-ray and ultravlolet
(xuv) flux varies wÍth the ll-year cycle of solar acrivity and on

shorter time scares, causing corresponding variation of upper

atmospheric properties .

The sun also emits energy in the form of charged particles which

constitute a highly conducËing plasma knor.¡n as the solar wind. This

plasma origlnates wlthfn the solar corona which is composed chtefly of
protons and electrons. The coronal temperature as a function of radial
dÍstance r, decreases less rapldry than 1/r causing the coronal plasma

to be accelerated outward at velocities of the order of 106 *"-1. The

lnteraction of the solar wind with the earth's magnetlc field 1eads to

distortion and confinement of the field as discussed in seccion 2.2.4.

The energy flux of the solar wlnd, measured at the earth,s orbit
is -10-4t¡.n-2 (Ratcliffe L972). solar wind parricles and energy are

deposited 1n the earÈh's atmosphere at high ratitudes vfa a

complicated mechanlsm to be dlscussed further in section 2.2.4. The

effects of thls high-latitude energy source are often detected

globally.
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The golar wlnd fs subJect to sudden enhancements f.n partlcle flux
and energy whfch are assocLated wlth other eolar disÈurbances and

whose frequency of occurrence follows the ll-year solar activlty
cycle.

2.2.2 Ther¡nar structure and conposltlon of the Thernosphere.

The concentrations of varlous atmospheric gases as functions of

helght are shown ín Flgure 2.L for conditions of moderate solar

actlvlty (CIRA 1965). At helghts greater than -100km rhe armospherfc

constituents are in dlffusive equlllbrlum and are distrlbuted with

different scale heights. In the region -200-7O0kn the rnain constituent

is atomic oxygen, resurting from the photodissociation of oz by

radiatÍon in the Schumann-Runge continuum (135-175nm). The molecular

species o, and N, are present in signÍficant quantities below -sookn
with concentrations falling off rapidly with increasing altitude as a

result of their rerativery rarge masses. Molecurar nitrogen has no

important dissociation continuum in the ultraviolet and hence atomi-c

nitrogen is not present in signiflcant quantities.

At heights in excess of -loookn, atomlc hydrogen and helium are

the maJor constltuents. At these helghts the gas denslty is so row

that the neutral particles follow barlistlc trajectories and may

escape from Èhe earth's graviÈatlonal ffeld providlng thelr verËical
component of veloclty exceeds the escape veloclty (-llkm."-1). The rms

velocities of hydrogen and heliu¡n for typicar thermospheric

temPeratures are a few kllometers per second and signlflcant numbers

of particles may therefore escape. The region of the atmosphere where

escape occurs ls called the exosphere; its rower boundary (the

exobase) nay be taken to be that þeight at which Èhe gas mean free
path equals one scale hetght.
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Flgure 2.2 shows the aÈmospherlc temperature as a function of

height. Energy in the XLw reglon of the spectrum is absorbed above

100km and causes photof.onisatlon of o, (l<103nrn), of o (À<91nn), of N

(l<85n¡n) and of N, (l<80nn). This energy heats the thernosphere and

malntalns the thernospheric temperature gradient down which heat is

conducted to lor¿er levels. The thermospherÍ-c temperature becomes

independent of heighc above -300km; the as¡rmptottc value ís the

exospherlc temperature. The therrnospheric cemperature gradient and

exospherlc temperature undergo consfderable varlatlon as the XW flux

changes with solar activtty.

2.2.3 The fonosphere

Photoionisation of atmospheric gases by XIIV radiation causes the

formation of a tenuous yet important plasma in the upper atmosphere.

The region where ionisatfon is significant is called the ionosphere

and is illustrated in Figure 2.3 which shows the electron number

density as a functíon of height and illustrates the ionospheric

regions, designated D,E and F.

The production of erectrons maximises at -llokm and a local

maxlmum in erectron concentratÍon (the E-layer) is arways observed

near this helght during the d"y. Above the E-layer the erectron

concentration increases to its maximum value of -1012rn-3 "t -25okn
(the F2 peak). A small peak or point of inflectlon (the Fl layer or

redge) is often observed between the E-layer and tshe F2 peak when the

solar zenlth angle is small.

chapman (1931), in a classic paper, has considered the effect of

monochromatic ionising radiation incident on a horizontally stratified

atmosphere wfth constant scale height. Under these conditíons the

productlon of erecÈrons as a functlon of helght follows a fairly
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sinple relatlonship with the nagnitude and heíght of the productfon

peak related to the angle of lncLdence of the radiatlon. In the real
ionosphere the situatfon ls more complex; the lonisatÍon products are

removed by processes tncludfng recombinaÈion and electron attachment

and the final dlstributlon of lonisatlon differs from that of electron
production.

The distributlon of the lonospherlc plasma is further modified by

mechanicar and electromagnetic forces. rn the F region, the ion gyro-

frequency exceeds the lon colllslon frequency and horlzontal motion of
the neutral atmosphere may result 1n vertical movement of the F2 peak

along the geomagnetic field lines. Furthermore, an imposed electrlc
field E, leads to motion of the prasma across the field rines ln the

directionofExB.

The positive lons are tighcly coupled to the neutral thermosphere

vía momentum cransfer in lon-neutral collisions. This process is known

as ion-drag and generally acts a retarding force on the neutral
,4atmosphere at middre and low lat¡âtldes. At high latitudes however, the

ionospheric plasma is rapidly convected by electric fields of
magnetospheric orlgin. The ion drag then acts as a drívÍng rather than

a retardlng force and is of prímary importance in che d¡mamlcs of the

polar thermosphere.

2.2.4 The llaonetosphere

The earth's magnetfc fteld approxl-mates that of a dipole withln
geocentrl-c distances of a few earth radil (R.). At greater dlstances

the field is distorted by its interaction wÍth the highly-conductíng

and supersonic solar wind (Figure 2.4). upstream (sunwards) of the

earth the geomagnetic field is compressed and a shock-front ls formed

at -15R., roughly ln accordance wlch the predfctions of crasslcal

I
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flufd mechanÍcs. Downstre¡m the ffeld 1s stretched out to forn the

magnetotefl, wlth a dLemeter of 40-60Re and a length Ln excess of

L000Re. The geomagnecic fleld rs thus largely confined Èo a reglon

called the magnetosphere, bounded by the magnetopause, around which

the solar wind flows. The confinement of the geomagnetlc field l-s not

conplete; fn current rnodels of magnetlc fleld topology, field llnes

from Ëhe earth's polar reglons merge wlth the Lnterplanetary magnetl-c

fleld (rMF) to produce an 'open, magnetosphere as flrst proposed by

Dungey (1961).

The region between the shock-front and the magnetopause l-s called

the magnetosheath. Upon crosslng the shock-front the solar wind is

decererated to subsonic velocity and the plasma withfn the

magnetosheath is thus hotter and denser than the solar wind.

Magnetosheath plasma may enÈer the maBnetosphere in two ways: first,

in the vicinity of the north and south polar cusps (labelled A and B

in Figure 2.4) where the magnetic fierd strength is very smalr,

magnetosheath particles may directly penetrate the dayside atmosphere

at high geomagnetic latitudes. The second mechanism involves the

concept of rnagnetlc fleld line merglng and reconnection as descrlbed

by Dungey (1963). Flgure 2.5 illustrates the process for the case when

the rMF has a southward component (rMF B"aO). Magnetic fleld lines

carried wÍth the solar wlnd merge with the geomagnetic field on the

dayside and are swept back to the magnetotail. P1asma movlng with the

field llnes is lnJecËed lnto the plasma sheeÈ at Ëhe neutral line,

where the fteld lfnes reconnecÈ. Plasma sheet partlcles are then

convected earthward by the E x B drfft. The efficlency of the merging

process is criticalry dependent on the slgn of the north-south

component of the rMF; when thls component is norÈhrvard (8">0) merglng

and plasna inJectlon are greatly dlntnlshed.
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rn the nerglng process, fleld llnes orlglnating in the earth,s

polar reglons are connected to the IMF. The actlon of the solar wind

in flowlng through thts fteld constltutes a magneËohydrodlmarnic

generator and establishes large scale electric flelds in the

magnetotail whfch are 'mapped' down the near-equipotentlal geonagnetic

field llnes into the earth's Lonosphere. These electric fields drive a

large scare prasma clrculation in the polar regions whlch in turn

drives the neutral atnosphere vla the ion drag mechanLsm.

The magnetosphere contains a large quantity of stored energy. From

time to tine part of thls energy is released in a comprex process

known as a magnetospherlc substorm. Understanding of substorms has

progressed considerably fn the past few decades (Akasofu Ig77) and it

is now apparent that a sudden reversar of rMF Bz from northward to

southward may trigger a serles of substorms, each lasting 1-2 hours.

Durlng a substorm the magnetospheric structure is rearranged and

energy is deposited in the polar atmosphere via electric currents and

precipitating partlcles. This results in intense auroral displays and

rnajor perturbations of atmospheric structure and circulation which are

often detected globally.

Extensive studies have revealed that in each hemisphere, vlslble

auroras occur most frequentry around a roughly annular region known

as the auroral ovar (Feldstein ]-964>. Flgure 2.6 shows the ovar for
three levels of geomagnetic actfvlÈy. In each case the oval encircles

the geomagnetlc pole and is displaced several degrees toward the

nlghtslde. To a ffrst approximation the oval ls fixed with respec¡ to

the sunward direction and therefore maps onto different regions of the

earth's surface at dlfferent universal times. The reglon swept out by

the broad ntdntght sector is often called the auroral zone.
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Flcure 2.6 The auroral oval ln geomagnecic coordlnates for three
levels of the nagnetlc disturbance fndex Q after Starkov
and Fe1dsÈeln (1968). The oval is here deflned as Èhe

region where rhe probability of occurrence of dlscrete
zenlth aurora ls greater than 60t. (a), (b) and (c) are
for Q equal Ëo 0, 3 and 7 respectively. The mean oval ls
slmllar ro (b).
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The geonetry of the oval is related to the structure of the

nagnecosPhere. Magnetfc fteld lLnes orlglnaÈlng withln the oval extend

into the distant magnetotall before returnlng to their conJugate

points while ffeld llnes ortglnatfng poleward of the oval are

connected to the IMF. The reglon poleward of the oval ls known as the

polar cap.

2.3 Dvnamlcs of the Neutral Thermosphere

2.3.1 Review of Early lfork

Observations of Èhermospherlc d¡mamics were very sparse durlng the

1960s and the early 1970s. A substantial body of rhermospheric densiry

data was nevertheless available from measurements of the orbital decay

of artificial satelriËes. rhese resurts vrere summarised by the

empirical nodels of Jacchla (1965,1971) which used the hydrosratic

equation and the ldeal gas law to calculaËe vertlcal distributlons of
denslty and compositlon for varlous assumed temperature proflles. The

model also specified the varl-ation of these quantlties wlth latitude,

local Ëfune and geomagnetic actlvity.

The denslty measurements indicated a diurnar pressure ,bulge,

located near the subsolar point and early rnodelllng efforts were

concerned wich the circulation driven by thls system. The pressure

gradients from Jacchia's model provided the basis for further

calculatlons whf.ch derived the global Èhermospheric wind system by

solvfng the Navier-stokes equatf.ons (Geisler ]-967; Kohr and Klng

L967). rn these calculatlons it was necessary to include the

interactlon of the ionosphere wÍth the neutral atmosphere since, at F-

layer heights, the lonospheric plasma exerts a sÈrong drag on neutral

motf.ons perpendlcular Èo the geomagnetic fteld.
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The calculatLons showed thaÈ the equlnoctlal clrculetlon gras

baslcally a flow fron the narm daysfde to the cooler nightstde wlth

velocities of the order of 100ms-1. The dlurnal varLatron of

ionfsatfon, and hence of ion drag, lntroduces an as)rmmeËry fnto the

flow; the equaton¡ard nfghttine winds are stronger than the poleward

daytine winds and the zonally averaged merldfonal wind is therefore

equatorvrard. Results of these and other earlier studles have been

revlewed by several authors (Rishbeth L972; Dlcklnson and Rfshbeth

L973; Dlcklnson I975).

Few opportunities were available at thls tlme for experfmental

checklng of model predictlons and most of the techniques used

routlnely today were stll-l in thelr lnfancy. Kent (1970) has revlewed

the techniques then available for the measurement of ion and neutral

motions; these included rad.ar measurement of meteor trails, incoherent

scatter radar and chemical release experiments. The application of
Fabry-Perot spectrometers to the measurement of thermospherlc winds

and temperatures (chapter 3) was still under development although a

number of pioneering studtes had been made (Armstrong 1969; Hays and

Robre L97L; Nagy et al. L9l4). Global scale measurements of

thermospheric wind and temperature were not possible until the launch

of the Atmosphere Explorer-C spacecrafË in 1973.

Theoretical work progressed throughout the 1970s in splte of the

dearth of observatlons. An fnproved model developed at the untted

States Natlonal Centre for Atmospheric Research (NCAR) resulted in a

serles of papers whlch examlned Èhe baslc sÈate of the thermosphere as

a function of season and sorar cycle (Dickinson et al . rgl5,r9ll;

Roble et al-. 1977). The model was two-dímensional and calculated the

zonally averaged wlnd and the tenperature perturbatÍon as functfons of

height and latitude by solving the equatfons of momenÈum, energy and,
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contfnulÈy. Background composltlon and temperature were specifled by

the enpirlcal nodel of Hedin er al. (Lgi4) which ls based on mass

spectromeÈer data from the oco-6 spacecraft. The urodel of ching and

Chíu (1973) was used to specify electron density. These data were then

used to evaluate the zonar-mean ion drag for input to the dlmamics

calculations.

The flrst published resurts from the NCAR model were from a

slmulation of the thermosphere under equinox conditLons (Dlckinson et
al' 1975). Three forcing terms were lncluded in the calculatlons:
solar IIV and EW heatinS, a momenEum source due to the correlation of
dlurnal variations in neutrar wfnds and ion drag, and a hlgh-latttude
heat source assocLated wfth Joule heating due to auroral current
systems (Cole 1962).

Ilhen solar heating arone was considered, the moder predlcted
zonal-mean merldlonar winds of -loms-l ln the poleward direction.
Incoherent scatter radar observations from the rnidlatitude sÍtes of
Millstone Hilr (+zoN) and st santin (45oN) had, however, reveared

equatorward winds of -20ns-1 (Roble er al. L974; Amayenc L974).

Inclusíon of the momentum source due Èo correlatlon of winds and f-on

drag reduced but dld not reverse the poleward flow predicted by the

nodel.

Mayr and volland (1971,L972) had previousry shown rhar solar
heating alone could not produce the observed semlannual variations in
the thermosphere and a high latltude heat source had been subsequently

invoked by Russelr and Mcpherron (1973) and by Murayama (Lg74). The

model wlnds l¡ere brought into agreement with observations by including
a high-ì-atitude ' hemispherlcally synrnetric heat source, the magnitude

of whlch was adJusred ro -L.2 x tOllW.
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rn a subsequent paper the NCAR nodel !Ías used to fnvestlgate

thermospherlc circulatlon and temperature structure under eolstlce
condltions (Dtcklnson et al. 1977). obsen¡ations frorn Mlllstone HilI
(Roble et 41. L977> lndlcated a zonal-mean neridional wind of -45rns-1

dfrected fro¡n the sunmer to the wlnter hemlsphere and zonal-mean zonal

wlnds of -15¡rs-1 which were eastward ln wlnter and westward in sunmer.

The forcing terms tncluded Ín the calculations were the same as in the

previous study. With the hlgh-latitude heat source initlally assumed

to be synmetrlc, reasonable agreement was obtained between model and

observed winds but the calculated pole-co-pole temperature dlfference

was consi-derably less than the emplrical OGO-6 value. Better agreemenr

was obtained by lntroduclng an asymmetric source of total magnitude

-2 * 1011üI, wíth the heating in the summer hemlsphere approximately

2.5 times that in the wfnter hemisphere. This íncreased the pole-to-
pole temperature difference to 3OOK, in accordance with observation.

Furthermore, the merÍdionar frow was increased in the summer and

reduced in the v¡inter hemlsphere such that the calculated summer to

winter frow was reversed at F-rayer heights, at a latltude of 50-600

fn the winter hemisphere.

The development of improved moders \{as accompanied by rmportant

Progress in experimental techniques. Several groups were actiwe in the

field of optical remote sensing and the photoerectric Fabry-perot

spectrometer (FPS) was developed l-nto a powerful instrr¡ment for the

observatlon of nfghttlne thermospheric winds and temperatures

(Chapter 3).

Hernandez and Roble (L976) reported FPS measurements from Frltz
Peak (4ooN) durfng geomagnetically quiet perlods. The observed wlnds

were reasonably well represented by three-dimensronal model

calculatLons durlng equlnoctfal and wl-nter monÈhs although the
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obeen¡ed È€mPeraturea were 100-2OOK higher than those predlcted by the

OGO-6 nodel. In a later paper the authors reporÈed the effects on the

thernosphere of four geonagnetic storms (Hernandez and Roble Lg76).

The observat.lons revealed large errtrancements of the equatorward

nighttime winds with measured velocitles up to 640ms-1 for condltLons

of K--9, while the zonal winds developed a westward component relatlvep

to thelr values durlng geomagnetically quiet perlods. These results

confirmed and extended the findlngs of several previous studles which

had shown enhanced neutral winds aË F-reglon heights at both mtddle

and high latitudes (smlth 1968; Hays and Robre r97L; Merlwerher er al.

L973). The wind measurements nere, however, very poorly represented by

the semiempirical model which had prevlously been successful in

predictlng qulet-time behaviour- In particular, the model prediction

of eastward (antisunward) winds in the evening hours was frequently

contradicted by observations of westward winds of 1oo-2oo*"-1.

For some time it had been realised that ions, moving in response

to electric fields of magnetospheric orígin, couÌd transfer

significant momentum to the neutral atmosphere at high latitudes (CoIe

L97l: Fedder and Banks L9l2: Meriwether et al. L973; Heaps and Megflr

1975). During fntense geomagnetic activlcy the hlgh-latitude electrlc

field pattern expands equatonùard and can influence the clrculaËlon at

midlatitude. rn particular, the l-on drag momentum source drives a

sunward flow whlch fs westward in the evening and eastv¡ard in the

mornlng, 1n contrast co Èhat due to sorar heatlng arone. The

calculatlons were repeated with a representatlon of the convecÈl-on

electrlc field lncluded and substantlally better agreement wlth

observations v¡as obtained, suggesting that ion drag forclng is lndeed

slgniflcant at nidlatltudes durlng geomagnetic storms.
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I{1th a large data base established, the authors proceeded to study

the nonÈhly varlatlon of thernospherLc wfnd and tenperature during

solar mLnimum (Hernandez arrd Roble L977). SubstanÈlal varfabilfty was

noÈed on time scales ranglng from hours to days. This was attributed

to thermospherlc waves generated at high latltudes by substorm

phenomena. Such waves had been studied theoretically by several

workers (eg Tesrud r9l0: Richmond and Matsushira L975; Rlchmond

L978,L979) who concluded that the thermosphere has a large and complex

response to substorm-related heattng, and that thermospheric gravity

waves generated in the auroral zone may propagate globally.

The theoretlcal conclusions vrere conflrmed by midlatitude

observations of wavelike disturbances in the meridlonal wind which

were associated with large geomagnetic storms (Hernandez and Roble

1978). The amplitude of rhese disturbances ranged from 200-30oms-1.

The authors made model calculations which considered the thermospheric

response to a single impulsiwe heating event superimposed upon the

background flow. These calculations indicated major perturbations in

meridional and zonal components of 5o0ms-1 and 200ms-1 r""p".tivery,

which propagated equatorl¡ards with a wave velocity of 740ms-1.

The v¡ork described above showed the irnportance of high-Iatitude

energy and momentum sources in determining the global thermospheric

circulation at F-layer heights. l^Iith the development of fmproved

instrumentatlon and more reallstic models, the ffeld of high-Iatltude

thermospheric d¡marnics expanded rapidly during the 19gos. Before

dlscusslng this field we must first consider the lon drag momentum

source in more detail.
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2.3.2 Hloh-Latftrrde Erectrlc Ffelds and plasna con,rectfon

Prevlous sectfons have referred Èo the electric fleld pattern (or

convectlon PatÈern) whtch ls responsible for large-scale cl-rculation

of the ionospherlc prasma and the neutral atmosphere at high

latítudes. Thts section concerns the morphology of the field and its

dependence on the interplanetary magnetÍc field.

Figure 2.7 shows an idealised verslon of the distribution of

lonospherfc equipotentials over the auroral reglons. The ionospheric

plasma is accelerated in the dlrection of E x B to give a flow pattern

whose streamllnes are approxlmately parallel to the equipotentials in

the direction lndicated by the arroqrs. The pattern conslsts of a pair

of opposftely directed circulation cells, wÍth antisunward flow across

the porar cap and sunward return frow in the morning and evening

sectors of the auroral ovals.

Ions convecÈed in thls manner are lmpeded by colllsions wlth the

neutral particles and their momentum is transferred to the neutral

atmosphere. The electrons however, move freely in the direction of

E x B since, above -100k¡n, the electron gyro-frequency exceeds the

collision frequency. The elecÈrons constitute a current which

maximises at a height of -110km around the auroral oval. A v¡estward

current flows in the morning sector of the oval and an eastward

current in the evening sector. These currents are the auroral

electroj ets .

rt rnusÈ be enphasised thaÈ Figure 2.1 is a highly idealised

representatlon of the convection patÈern. The real pattern undergoes

Iarge variations on tlme scales of rni-nutes and shows significant

departures from the flgure, although the two-cell character is
generally maintafned. More reallstic models have been inferred from

measurements of electrfc flelds by the oco-6 and Dynamics Explorer-2
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Flgure 1. Ideallsed represenCation of the high-lacltude
lon convectlon pactern vlewed from above Èhe southern
polar cap._The curves represent equlpotentials; plasma ls
convected roughly parallel to these ln the dlrectlon
lndicated by Che arro!¡s. Coordinates are invarlanË
latltude and magneclc local tlme. Adapted from HeeIls et
al. (1982) .
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sPacecraft and of ion drlft velocitÍes from Atmosphere Explorer-C. The

need for improved field models has become particularly acute with

recent advances in thermospheric circul¿¡tion modelling.

Early studies established that the convection pattern responded to

changes in the rl,fF and could be characterised most of the time by a

small number of representative 'signatLrres, rn an analysis of oGo-6

data obtained from dawn-dusk crossings, lleppner (1972) identified two

comrnon signatures which \¡rere related to the y-component (in solar

ecliptic coordinates) of the rMF (rMF By). The effect of rMF B, was ro

change the relative sizes of the dawn ancl dusk convection cells, such

that for IMF B (0 the northern hemispìrere dawn cell and the southernv
hemisphere dusk ceIl were enlarged, wrrile for rMF Br>0 the northern

dusk and southern dawn cells urere enlarged.

These 'sun-aligned' models, in wl-rich the porar cap flow was

precisely antisunward, v¡ere subsequently revÍsed (Heppner rgll) to
,h

"."oq6d"te electric fierd measurements near the midnight region

(Maynard r974). An analyricar represenrarion by Vorland (197g)

permitted the use of the revised patterns in the evaluation of ion

drag momentum forcing by thermospheric general circulation models

(TGCMs) .

Vastly improved coverage of electric field and ion drift

measurements was made possible by Dynamics Explorer-2, launched in

1981. This led to further modification of convection models as

reported by Heppner and Maynard (1983,1986) . The fierd models

presented in the former paper have been widely used in thermospheric

circulation modelling and are illustrated in Figure 2. g.
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(a)

a

(b)

a

f

Flgure 2.8 ron convection pacÈerns due to Heppner and Malmard
(1e83).

(a) The A-2 moder, appried to the norrhern hemisphere
wlth IMF B, negative and to rhe southern hemisphere with
IMF By posiElve.
(b) The B-2 model, applied ro Ëhe norEhern hemlsphere
wlth IMF B, posltive and t'o rhe southern hemlsphere wlth
II.IF B

v
negatlve.
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Departures from these models were observed most often l¡hen the IMF

z-comPonent vtas positive. In particular, regions of sunward convection

were occasionally observed withln the polar cap. Several authors have

attempted to describe polar cap sunward convectlon in terms of three

or four-cell models (Burke et ar. L97g; potemra et al. rgg4; Reiff and

Burch 1985). Such models have difficulty in explaining convective

continuity on the nightside and are rejected by Heppner and Maynard

who favour an explanatlon involving distortion of the polar cap flow

wichin a two-cell model -

2.3.3 The Hich-Latl-tude Thermosphere

Observations in the early 1970s had pointed to the importance of

ion drag in conrrolling neutral winds in the high-latirude

thermosphere (Rees L97L,L973; MerÍwether 1973). However, a detailed

picture of high-Iatitude cir:culatlon did not emerge until the next

decade when Heppner and Miller (1982) reported wind measurements from

39 chemical release experiments, conducted at auroral and polar cap

sites, in the period 1967-1919. The wind vectors above 160km were

better ordered when presented in geomagnetic coordinates (invariant

Iatitude and magnetic loeal tirne) and agreed substantially with the

two-cerl patterns of ion convection due to Heppner (Lgl7). Figure 2.9

shoqrs the observed vectors superimposed on Heppner,s convection

patterns. The best agreement was obtained by shifting the vectors tv¡o

hours earlier in time, this betng the time constant for the response

of the neutral thermosphere to changes in ion drag forcing. The

authors stressed the importance of geomagnetic coordinates in the

presentation of high-Iatitude wind systems and pointed out that the

successfur nodelllng of tshese systems depends critically on the

rearlsÈic representation of hlgh-latitude electrf-c flelds.
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a@ñ/.

(a) (b)

¡læm/.

(c) (d)

I'llnd vectors of Heppner and Miller (19g2) superimposed on
model convectlon patterns due to Heppnet (L977). The
coordlnates are lnvarlant laÈltude and magneclc local
tlme.
(a) I.lind vectors superlmposed on the model A patcern,
applied to the northern hemisphere when Il,lF B <0.
(b) As in (a) but wlrh vecrors shifced cro holr" earrler.
(c) I.Ilnd vecÈors superfmposed on the model B paEÈern,
applled Èo the northern hemlsphere when IMF B >0.
(d) As ln (c) buc vrrrh vecÈors shlfted .ro noït" earrrer.

6lt
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Understanding of the high-latitude thermosphere increased rapídly

during the 1980s. This was largely due to (a) the development of more-

sophisticated thermospheric general circulation models (TGCMs) and (b)

the vastly improved observati-onal coverage provided by the Dynamics

Explorer-2 (DE-2) spacecraft. of the models, two have been prominent

in recent years; these are the NCAR model described by Dickinson et

aI. (1981) and the unlversÍty college, London (ucl) model of Furler-

RowelI and Rees (1980). Both models yield three-dimensional, ríme-

dependent solutions to the basic atmospheric equations and can specify

wind velocity, temperature and composition on a grid of a few degrees

spacing and at a number of pressure revels from -1oo to -5o0km

altitude. Model lnputs include solar IIV and EIJV heating, high-latitude

energy and momentum sources and representatfons of the ionosphere and

the high-Iatitude electric field. Both models have undergone numerous

improvements since first reported.

The models have been used to ínvestlgate both the steady state of

the thermosphere and its response to geomagnet.ic and other

perturbations, with particular emphasis on high-latitude processes.

Early studies established that ion drag drives a high-latitude wind

system which resembles the two-cell pattern of ion convection (Rees et

al. 1980, Roble et al. 1982). The universal time dependence of the

circulation vras ascribed to the separation of geographic and

geomagnetlc poles. Simulation of geomagnetic substorms vras achieved by

using time-varying electrlc fields and electron density; thís resulted

in the production of large amplitude r¡¡aves which propagated outward

from the auroral zones (Fuller-Rowell and Rees 19g1).

The development of advanced TGCM's coincided with significant

fmprovements fn ground-based and satelllte-borne instruments. Novel

approaches such as the TESS concept (Hernandez et ar. l9g1) and the

4.
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use of imaglng photon detectors led to an order of magnitude increase

in the sensltivity of Fabry-Perot interferometers, allowing wind

measurements to be made with a tlme resolutlon of a few mlnutes.

One of the most important experl-mental developments was the DE-2

satellite, launched into polar orbit 1n 1981 (Hoffmann and Schmerling

1981) . The spacecraf t \,¡as equipped to measure neutrar winds and

temperatures at an altitude of -300km, using a Fabry-perot

spectrometer (Hays et ar. 1981) and the wind and temperature

spectrometer described by spencer et al. (19g1) . Additionar

instruments provlded auroral images and measurements of lon drift and

electrlc fields. The DE-2 observations complemented ground-based

programs by províding extended geographic coverage at a fixed rocal

time, thus allowlng universal and local time effects co be separated.

The flrst results from DE-2 were reported by Killeen et al.
(L982,1983) and by Hays eË al. (19s4). These papers considered a dara

set consisting of many polar passes which covered the full range of

universal times. The results indicated that the wind system above 600

latitude vras controlled by ion drag forcing, in agreement with the

findings of Heppner and Mirrer (1982) and rhe TGCM predlcrions. The

observed winds showed a strong universal time dependence due to the

separation of geographic and geomagnetic poles.

rn the paper of Hays et al. (1984) Èhe DE-2 observations vrere

compared with the predictlons of the NCAR and ucl, models, whlch were

run using lnput conditions approprfate to the tlme of the

observations. Examples of the experimental results and model

predictions are shown in Ftgure 2.Io. Both models predicted the

observed winds reasonably well but failed to describe adequately the

thermodynamlcs of the region.
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Flcure 2.10 (a) Neucral wlnd vecÈors from DE-2 obtalned on three
passes over rhe sourh pole in rhe 2100 LT to ogoo LT

prane. Data are disprayed in geomagnetfc coordlnates.
strong antisunrrard wrnds were observed across the polar
cap with sunward reÈurn frow tn the dusk sector of che

auroral oval.

(b) Neucral wlnd vectors plotced along the crack of DE-2

for four north pole passes near 1500 ur. The sacelllte
crossed Èhe pole from 0600 ro lB00 LT. The predlcrlons of
the NCAR and ucl. models are also shown for Èhe same local
tlme plane and unlversal Èlme (Hays et al. 1934) .
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A ntunber of subsequent papers reported observatl-ons both from

ground-based slËes and from DE-2, all of whích provlded, further
confirmation of the dominant rore of ion drag forcíng at high

latitudes (eg Rees et al. l985a,b,c). I{ith the main features of high-
laticude clrculation thus established, experimental and theoretical
efforts have recently been directed to other areas, tr.ro of r¡hich

concern the present project.

Section 2-3.2 described asymrnetries in the hígh-latitude plasma

convection which are rerated to the y-component of the rMF. simirar
effects should also occur in Èhe neutral clrculatÍon r¡hlch ts itself
driven by the ion convection. As¡rmmetry in che neutral circulation lras

observed ar spirzbergen (7goN, toot¡ by r,fccormac and smith (19g4) who

found evidence for an enrarged dusk circuration cerr when rMF B, was

positive. A corresponding enlargement of the dusk cell hras not
observed for negatÍve rMF u,, since this cerr is suppressed by the

Coriolis force- SÍmilar conclusions v/ere obtained by McCormac et al.
(1985) who reported data from dawn-dusk crossings of che northern
porar cap by DE-2. The position of the antisunward ,jet, across the

porar cap v/as found to shift from the dawn to the dusk side as rMF By

changed from posltive to negative. successful modelling of rMF B,

dependent asymmetries was reported by Rees et al. (19g6).

Another currentry active area ls the field of thermospheric

gravlty lraves. Such r{aves nere studied extensively during the 1970s

yet it was long assumed that the associated vertÍcal velocl-ties were

smarl (a few *"-1¡ 
"a midlatitude. uslng a TESS instrument, Hernandez

(1982) observed verticar motions of up to 50ms-1 at FrÍtz peak which
I

were ascribed to the passage overhead of gravity r,¡aves generated

wfÈhln the auror-al zones . )
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There have since been many observations of large vertfcal motlons

ac high latiËudes (eg spencer et ar. L9B2; Herrero et ar. 19g4; Rees

et al. 1984). The studies have shown that the thermosphere has a

rarge, rapid and complex response to impursive heating resulting from

aurorar processes. vertical werocities of up to 50ms-1 are frequentry
observed even during geomagneticarry quíet periods. During disturbed
periods vertical velocities may exceed 10Oms-1.

2.4 Surunary and Outtook

The mechanism of ion drag prays an important rore in determrnlng

thermospheric circulation at aII latitudes. At high latltudes where

the ionospheric plasma moves rapidly, ion drag is the prrnclpar
momencum source for the neutrar thermosphere. The resulting
circulation resembles the basic two-cell pattern of ion convection.
Asymmetries in this pattern are rel-ated to the y-componenc of the
interplanetary magnetic field.

High-latitude heat sources significantly affect the grobal
thermospherlc circulation and are associated with Joule and partlcle
heating in the auroral oval and polar cap. rmpulsive heating events,

associated with geomagnetsic substorms, rêy generaÈe rarge-ampritude
gravity qraves which propagate globa1ly.

understanding of the thermosphere has increased enormousry over

the past decade; this has been largely due to the deveropment of
global-scare observing techniques together with the use of
sophisticated numerical models to aid in the interpretation of
results. There has, however, been a serious imbalance in the observing

Program; -almost arl of the. htgh-latttude, ground-based obserr¡atfons

have been from the northern hemlsphere. The only slgnificant data base

I

I
t
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from hfgh southern ratitudes is Èhat due Eo DE-2 v¡hich ceased

operation 1n 1983. There is cherefore a need for extensive ground_

based observatlons from this region. Mawson statlon, located in the
vicinlty of the auroral oval, is well suÍted to futfil chis ror-e and

ít is hoped that the present proJect wilr help to restore the
observatíonal balance .

Before concluding this chapter lt is perhaps appropriare to
consider brlefly che future dÍrectfon of thermospheric research. rt ts
now obvious that the neutral thermosphere is not an ísolated system;

Ít is coupled to the ionosphere and magnetosphere via ion drag and to
the mesosphere via upward propagating tldes and gravfty waves. The

coupling of these regions is crudery represented by current
atmospheric moders and the prlncipar scientific charrenge today is to
understand the coupled system as a who7e. Thls is che aim of the CEDAR

(coupling, Energetics and Dlmamics of Atmospheric Regions) program

whÍch represents the main thrust of us optical atmospheric research
through to rhe mid-1990s.

.EDAR will involve coordrnated, grobar-scare campaigns using a

variety of observing techniques. The atmospheric regions to be studied
include the mesosphere, thermosphere, exosphere, ionosphere,
magnetsosphere and plasmasphere. campaigns will first consider the mean

state of the regíons and then proceed to the study of perÈurbations
resurtfng from geomagnetic substorms etc. rt is envisaged that
existing facflfties wirl ffrst be upgraded and then complemented by
nelt 'state of the arx' Ínstrumentation to be deproyed in the earry
1990s. Paralrel activity wilr occur in the fields of atmospheric

modelling and data reduction.

rt is hoped that CEDAR wilr eventualry yierd an order of magnitude
lutprovement in scientlfic return. The nexÈ decade promises to be a

sfgnfficant period for atmospheric scÍence.
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Chapter 3

OPTICAL REUOTE SENSING OF THERMOSPHERIC

TEI{PERATURE AND !TND VELOCITY

3.1 fntroductton

Techniques of optfcal remote sensing have been used for many years

in the study of the upper atmosphere. The scope of such techniques has

until recently been largely restricted to the use of low resolution
devices such as photometers. These devices have proved successful in
the ínvestigatlon of radiatfon sources and photochemical processes but
have yÍelded lictre informatíon on the thermar and dynamical

properties of the atmosphere.

Improvements in the sensitivlty and reliability of hlgh-resolution
scanning spectrometers have, over the past tr¡/o decades, allowed these

instruments to develop into powerful and cost effective tools for
probing the thermosphere, both from the ground and from space. The

photoelectric Fabry-perot spectrometser has proved co be one of the

most successful instruments tn thls class and is the lnstrument used

ln this study.

The experimental technique, now well estabrished, is based on the

measurement of the Doppler shift and broadening of atomic emission

rines ln the airglow and aurora. The line wldth at harf intensity, 68l
is given by (Buisson and Fabry IgL2> :

r/2 L/2

where T and lf are

enftting specLes,

6uì - 2(1-n2) \r/c (3.1)(2kr/M)

the absolute temperature and aËomlc weight of the

lO ts the centre wavelength, c the speed of light
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and k l-s Bolczmannrs constant.

Bulk motion of the emitting aÈoms wLth respect to the spectrometer

causes the line to be Doppler shlfted to a q¡avelength

À, - ÀO(1 + v/c) (3.2)

where v 1s the component of the velocity along the rine of sight and

is defined as positive away from the spectrometer. Measurements of 6)u

and (l'-Ào) thus allow the determÍnation of T and v. The assumption

that T represents the temperaEure of the bulk neutral atmosphere

impries equilibrium betr¡een the emitting species and the dominant

neutrar species. The validity of this assumption depends on the

processes of excitation and emission. The height interval to which the

measurements are assigned depends on the height dlstribucion of the

emitting species. These factors will be discussed further in sectÍon
3.2.

It is instructive to consider typical values of 6UÀ and (À,_^0)

encountered in the upper thermosphere. For the ,\630nm emissron of
atomic oxygen (M - 16) and taking T - loooK and v - loms-l we obrain
6nl - 3'6pm and (À'-Ào) 0.02pm. crearry, a very high resorurlon
spectrometer ls requlred to measure these quantitles. This

requirement, together rsith the low radiance of the airglow and auroral
sources, makes the Fabry-perot spectrometer an excellent choice,

comblning as it does the properÈies of high resorution and right
gathering abflfry.
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rtre o(1o ) state ls excired by the forrowlng processes in the nfght
airglow and aurora:

a) Auroral elecEron rmpact, causing transitions from th" 3p ground

staCe

o(3p)*"o*o1lt¡+e (3.3)

b) Dissociatlve recomblnation of Or+

or**e*o(1o¡*o
c) Excitatlon by thermal electrons

o(3p)+e+o11o¡+e

d) Electron ímpact dissociatÍon of O

(3.4)

(3. s)

2
^*1Or+e rO('D)+O (3.6)

e) Cascading from higher electronic states
11o(-s) * o(^D) + hu(558nm) (¡.2)

The above sources hawe been shown to be insufficient to exprain the
observed emisslon rate profile obtained from coordinated rocket and

satelrite measurements of aurora (Rees et ar. rgrr ; sharp et ar.
L979,1983) . The reacrion

?.tf) N(-D) * 02 - o('D) + No (3.8)

has been proposed as the missing source by Rusch et ar. (197g).

comprehenslve aurorar moder calcurations incruding (3. s) have

successfulry reproduced the observed artltude profile of l63onm

emission (Rees and Roble 19s6) and suggest that Èhis reactlon rs in
fact the maJor source of thermospheric O(10) atoms.

1The o(-D) state has a radiative rífetirne of -110s and is
effectively quenched by collisions r^¡ith molecular nitrogen at low

artitudes. Above 5ookn the production of o(1o) is negrigible due to
the low denslËy of atomir oxygen. Frgure 3.1 shows measured hefght
profiles of the À630n¡n volune emission rate obtained from the vislble
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Flqure 3.1 A1Ëltude proflle of the volume emission rate of [OI]
630nm radlation measured by the Vislble Alrglow
ExperimenÈ aboard the Atmosphere Exprorer-c spacecraft.
Measurements lrere made under non-auroral conditions for a

range of solar zenlth angles (Hays eÈ al. 197g) .
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Afrglow Experiment aboard the Aturosphere Explorer-c (AEC) spacecraft
(Hays et aI. 1978). The measurements were made under non-aurorar
conditlons for a range of sorar zeniËh angres during tr^riright. The

data show that the peak of the emitring layer is ar 200-25okm alritude
and that the peak altitude increases with solar zenith angle. The

thickness of the layer at half fntensÍty is around 10Okm.

The radiance or surface brightness of atmospheric emissions is
dírectly rerated to the rine-of-slght lntegral of the volume emlssion

rate' A commonly used unit of surface brightness is the rayrefgh,
denoted R, which is equar to tolo¡+n photons."-1.rn-2.st"r"dian-l.
under non-auroral condltions, .\63onm incensicies are of the order of
100R. In brighr auroras the intensÍty rnay exceed 10OkR.

During the daytime the folrowing mechanisms cause excication of
'l

O(-D) in addÍtion to those díscussed. in section 3.2.

a) Photo-dissociation of morecular oxygen by sorar urtravioret
radiation in the Schumann_Runge continuum (135_175nm)

Or+hv(135-175nm)*O(1¡)+O (3.9)

b) ExcitaÈion by impact of locar and conjugate photoelectrons
?o(rp)+e+o11o¡+e (3.10)

The main source above 2o0lsn is photoelectron excitatlon. The main

source below 200km is phoÈodissociation. Emission intenslties are

typically of rhe order of a few kilorayleighs.

Ffgure 3.2 shows observed voÌume emission rate profires from AEC,

taken at equatorrar latitudes during sunmer and winter
(Torr et aI. 1981). The peak emissron rate is -200 photons..rn-3."-1
and the peak helghc -2ooktr in both cases. There is a substanttar
lncrease in the su¡nmer emission rates over the wfnter rates above

-250km alcirude.
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3.4.1 fntroductfon

Ground-based observations of dayglow emission rlnes are made

dÍfflcult by the enormous background of scattered sunlight presenr in
the day sky. Applicatlon of the technlques described in section 3.1

requires that the emission line be isolated with a high degree of
spectral purity. The difficulties imposed by this requiremenr have

delayed the development of routine and rellable optlcal techniques for
monítoring thermospheric dynamics over the furl diurnal cycre.

Before reviewing the current state of affairs it is instructive to

consider some of the probrems associated with ground-based daygrow

observations.

3.4.2 The Background of Scattered Sunliqht

The intensity of scattered sunlight in the wavelength region near

630n¡n is -5x1o4kR..r*-1 (Noxon and Goody L962; Miller and Fasri e L972).

Although the À630nm emission is one of the brightest features of the

vísible dayglow spectrum, it contributes only a small fraction of the

total radiatíon received from the d"y sky. For a spectrometer

bandwidth comparable to the width of the emission line, the ì63onm

emisslon contributes about 1-2$ of the total sfgnal. The problem fs
therefore to isolaÈe this weak feature with sufflclent precision to

allow meaningful determinatron of Dopprer shift and wldth.

A further complication is introduced by the spectral structure of
the background, which is prÍncipally Rayleígh-scattered sunlight and

therefore contains the Fraunhofer absorption lines. Figure 3.3 shows

the solar speccrun 1n the reglon of 63orun (Delboutlle eÈ al. Lgl3);
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the emlssion line appears near the bottom of a small Fraunhofer line
produced by atomic oxygen in the sun,s photosphere, which is about 4s

deep referred to the rocal continuum. The emission line thus appears

in a region of considerabre spectral structure and chis must be

removed if the correct line shape is to be inferred.

3.4.3 The Rlng Effect

The Ring effect (Grainger and Ring 1962) aríses from the presence

of a continuous, unporarised component fn the skylighc resurting from

Rayleigh-Brirlouin and rotationar Raman scatcering (Kattawar et ar.
1981). The lntensity of the Ring component has been observed up co a

few percent of the scattered sunlight intensity and increases with
solar zenith angle. The sky and sorar spectra therefore differ not
only in the presence of the emission line but also in the presence of
the Ring component.

The Ring component affects the analysls of daygrow spectra as

follows - Suppose the spectral sÈructure of scattered sunlight is to be

removed from Èhe sky spectrum by subtractlon of a suitably normalised

solar spectrum (Flgure 3.4) . The Fraunhofer line is ress deep in the

sky spectrum than ln the normarised solar spectrum and a posltive
feature results on subtraction. The presence of this feature
cornpricates the process of isolatlon of the emlsston line.

3.4.4 Prevfous Observatfons

successfur ground-based observations of the r63onm dayglow were

firsc performed by Noxon and Goody (Ig62). More extensive observations

were reported by Noxon (L964). using a spectrar scanning porarimeter
with a bandr.¡ldth of o.lnm. enlssfon r.nËensr-tfes in the range 5 to 50kR

were observed. The observed Lntensitles showed considerable
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normallsLng the solar spectrum (a) aÈ a wavelength 1",
the sk¡r Frauntrofer lfne is relatlvery less deep rhan rhe
solar llne (c) resultlng in a posltfve feaÈure upon
subcracÈLon (d).
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variabillty over tlme scales ranging from hours to days.

The first hlgh-resolution experlment to isolate the À630nm

emission was performed by Bens et ar. (1965). specrra of the day sky

and of direct sunright were obcained using Ëwo Fabry-perot

interferometers and an lnterference filter in series. The emissÍon

line was obtained upon normalisation and subtractíon of the spectra.

Emíssion intensities of 6 to 5OkR and a temperature determinatÍon of
1700+750K r{rere reported.

Further temperature determinations were reported by Barmore (Lgl2)
who employed three Fabry-Perot interferometers ln series to lsolate
the emission' The analysis procedure yielded estimates of emlssion

intensity, temperature and ring component (Barmore Lg].5).

In L972 the Mawson Institute for Antarctic Research installed a

150mm aperture Fabry-perot spectrometer at Mount Torrens (33.9os,

139'OoE) ' This instrument, designed for high-resolution observations
of the nightgrow' was subsequentry adapted to daygrow observatÍons by

adding a second Fabry-perot etalon (cocks et ar. 19so). The first
successful determinations of Dopprer shift of the l63on¡n dayglow were

obtained from thls instrument ln Lg76 (cocks L97l: cocks and Jacka

LeTe) .

The instrtunent used in this study is an rmproved. version of the

above and was installed at Mawson, Antarctica in 19gO-

The temperature derived from equatlon 3 .2 ís representatlve of the

burk neutral temperature onry if the emittíng species and the dominant

neutral species are in equilibriurn. The mean time between collisions
ln the reglon of r630nn emission is, smarl (-1s) cempared to the o(1o)
radiatLve llfetine (-110s). The o(1o) atoms therefore have suffl-cLent
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tlme to become thermalised and the derfved Doppler temperature is a

good measure of the bulk neutral temperature at all hetghts wfthln the

emitting regl_on.

At mid and lov¡ latltudes during quiet geomagnetlc conditions the

Fabry-Perot measurements correspond to a heíght range of about 1go to

280 km. Gradients of temperature and wind velocity are generally small

within Èhis region and the derived ternperature is very nearly that of
the exosphere (Robre et al. 1968; Hernandez et al. 1975)

The interpretation of measurements made in the auroral zone during

disturbed conditions is less stralghtforward. The emittlng layer is
broader and extends down to altitudes where the temperacure gradient

becomes significant. Under such conditions the shape of the recorded

emission line is no longer Gaussian and a single temperature cannot be

assigned. This is often the case if the spectrometer is viewing a

bright auroral feature. Careful checking of the recorded line shape is
necessary in order to Ídentify and eliminate records which have been

contaminated in this manner-
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Chapter 4

THEORY OF THE FABRY-PEROT INTERFEROI.IETER

4.1 fntroductfon

The baslc theory of the slngle etalon Fabry-Perot interferometer
(FPr) may be found in sËandard optics texts (Born and l.Iolf r97o;

Jenkins and Ifhíte 1981) and has been extended by several authors

(chabbal 1953,1958; Jacquinor L954,1960; Htrr 1963; Balllk 1966;

Hernandez 1966,1970). l.Iilksch (1975,19g5) has presented a resratemenr

of the theory in which the order of interference rather than the

wavenumber is used as che independent variable. Hernandez (1978) has

investigated noise limications on the retrieval of emission line
parameters and has defined optímum conditions for the determinatÍon of
Dopprer widths and shifts of emisslon rines (Hernandez r9l9,19g2).

Section 4.3 presents an outline of single etalon Èheory based. upon the

above works.

The theoretical description of the polyecalon Fpr is comprex and

is as yet incomplete. certain aspects of polyetaron theory and design

have been treated by a number of authors chabbal (195g), Mack et ar.
(1963), l'lcNurr (1965), sroner (1966), Roesler and Mack (Lg67), Roesrer

(1968 ,L974) and Daehrer and Roesrer (196g). cocks (rg77) has presenred

a detalled description of a duar Fpr and has described the principal
consfderations in the design of a polyetalon system. A brief
lntroduction Eo dual-etaron theory is presented tn section 4.4.
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4'2 Source Functlon. rnstrunent Transmlssfon and Recorded spectrrrn

The spectrar source Ëo be investlgated may be described by a

source function B(r) defined as the source radiance per unr_t

wavelength interval and having units of photons.*-2."-1."r-1.
1(wavelength)-^. The spectrometer ls described by the instrument

transmfssion function defÍned as the spectrometer transmittance as a

function of wavelength. The instrument transmissíon function will be

denoted I(l-10) where Ào is some reference wavelength. The funcrion
r(l-À0) may consist of a singre peak or in the case of the Fpr, a

series of peaks.

The spectral structure of the source function fs examlned by

varyfng some insËrtunent parameter such that the transmission function
is 'swept' across the wavelength regíon of fnterest; i.e. by varying
À0' At each value of r0, the transmitted radiation reaching the

detector is converted to a signar proportlonar to the frux. This

signal ls recorded as a function of À
0

rn the subsequent discussion the forrowlng assumptÍons are made:

i) the transmission function does not change shape over a scan

ií) the source has a uniform surface radiance within the

spectrometer field of view.

IJlth the spectrometer tuned to lo the flux transmicted fn the

wavelength reglon I to ì+dì is

dÕ(ro) - sor(r-ì0)B(t)dì (4. 1)

where s is the area of the spectrometer entrance pupir and o is the

spectrometer field of view in steradians.

The total flux transnltted by the , spectrometer at ro ls obtalned.ðy

integratlng 4.1
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æ

o(r
0 '"f r(r-to)B(À)dr)

-(o
(4.2)

(4.3)

Ile define the recorded function y(ÀO) O(lO)/SO and obrafn rhe

equatlon

Y(À)*r(À)nB(À)

where the symbol n denotes the cross-correlation operatfon. Equation

(4.3) may be alternatively expressed as

Y(r)-R(À)*31¡¡ (4.4)

where * denotes the convorution operation and R(r) : r(-À) describes

the instrument's response to a monochromatic source. R(À) is calred
the instrument response functíon or simpry the ,instrument function, .

4.3 Theorw of thp Slno]a Efql I'PT

The ideal Fabry-perot etalon consists of a pair of frat,
paralIel, Èransparent plates, the insíde surfaces of which are coated

with partfally reflecting mirrors of reflectance R and transmiÈtance

T. Figure 4.1 shows the basic configuratlon: light from an extended

source undergoes multlple reflectfons between the Fabry-perot plates,
resulting in a series of transmitted and refrected rays. The

transmitted rays are collected by a rens and real, cÍrcular Fabry-

Perot frlnges are formed at the focal plane. An aperture cencred on

the focar pofnt of the lens allows a porcf-on of the fringe pattern to
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be transmltted to a deteccor. rf a photomultlprler is used onry the

central fringe may be recorded. The use of an iuraging detector aÈ the

focal plane allows severar fringes to be recorded with a

corresponding gain fn luminosity over the conventional arrangement.

The transmlssion of the idear etalon fs described by the AÍry
functlon

A(r) - "A (4.s)
21+ 4R sin

(l-R) 2

vrhere t is the separatlon of tshe Fabry-perot plates,

À is the vacuum wavelength of the radiation,

rt is the refractive index of the medium between the plates,

rO is the combined transmlttance of the plates and reflective

coatÍngs,

d is the phase change on refrection at the prate surfaces,

and ç - cosd where d is the angre between the prate normal

and the rays within the spacer medium.

(rn the folrowing discussion the phase change / wilr be assumed to be

incorporaced in an adjusted value of t. )

Conscructive inÈerference occurs when the order of interference m

is integral:

n - 2pt(/\ (4.6)

The spectrometer may be scanned in wavelength by varying either p

(refractive l-ndex or pressure scanning), t (separation scanning) or €

(spatial scanning).
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For a given ¡r,t and € the transmr.ssr.on function consists of a serr-es

of peaks (Figure 4.2). The spacfng of adjacenr peaks ls calred the

free spectral range ÂÀ and ls gfven by

Âl - À/n

The full width at harf-maximum of the peaks ís denoted 6Ar.

(Note: the ful-l width at half-maximum of any function wi1l henceforth

be termed the 'widÈh'). The ratio of 
^ì 

to 6eì is carled the

reflective finesse No. For R > 0.5 (which is always true in practice)
this Ís given to good approxlmation by

(4.7)

(4.8)
N=

A -aÆ( l-R)

d
r,ir

I

No may be interpreted as the number of resolvable lines withÍn one

free spectral range. rn general, R and hence No are functions of r;
they may however be considered as constants over the small range of
wavelengths scanned.

4.3.2 Effect olate da ects

The transmission function is modiffed by wariatíons in the

effective separation of the plates over the face of the etalon. These

variations may be caused by imperfectíons in prate flatness and

parallel alignment and by non-uniformity of the reflectfve coatl-ngs.

chabbal (1953) has shown that an etalon operating near normal

lncidence may be treated as a Juxtaposftíon of erementary etalons of
dífferent separations. The fractionar area d,s/s of the elementary

etalon wíth separation between t+x and t+x+dx is given by

I

ì.
i

i

t
I
t,

i'

:,

rt
r
I

(

,{
I

{

ds/S - Dr(x)dx (4.e)
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where ot(x) ls the nornalf.sed defect function describing the

distributlon of plate defects. (Note that the s¡rmbor r wirl
henceforth refer to the mean separation of the plates. )

LIe conslder wavelengths in the vtclnity of some reference

wavelength lo. The transmlttance of I' by the elementary etalon of
separatÍon Ë is given by equation 4.5 and is irlustrated in Figure

4.3- For an etalon of separation t+x (Þo say) the transmissron

maxlmum of order mo shifts to a higher wavelengÈh. The transmlttance

of l' at separation t+x is equar to the Èransmittance of À,-r* at
separation t. The quantities l-- and x are rerated by equation 4.6

which yields

where l¡e have assumed. x<<t which is always true in practice. The

elementary etalon of separation t+x contributes an amount dE^, to the

transmittance of À, by the entire etalon, where

dEÀ, - A(ì,-tx)D1(x)dx (4.11)

D(lx), given by

(4. 10)

(4.L2)D(ìx)

This new defect functfon is related to the old one by

LIe introduce a neïr version of the defect function,

ds
d,\x

D(Àx) - 
i,or[ï,^"]

1
s

/
t

(4.13)
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Separatfon t

(a) to to-1

I

c)
o
É
d
¿J
.J
l{
É
a

É
qt
k

É{

À, -Àx

trt

),-l I'x

t, llavelength À

(a) T*re lnstrunenc functlon over orders mO and m'-l for a

separaÈfon t. (b) At separatÍon t+x (Þ0), Èhe orders nO

and nO-1 cransnfc ac longer wavelengchs.

Ttre ÈransmlcÈance of l, fn (b) ls equal to the
transmlÈÈance of À'-l* tn (a).

SeparatLon t+x

(b)
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sl-nce we are only conslderlng small varfaÈions about

replace f by lO in the above expressÍon which becomes

D(rx) - 
ioot[^t;^"]

lO we may

(4. 14)

rt ls important to realfse that the form of D(rx) depends on À0, the

wavelength regl-on of lnterest. IJe rewrice 4.11 as

dE^, : A(r,-tx)D(tx)dÀx (4.1s)

and integrate to obtsain

E(ì)-A(.\)*¡1¡¡ (4. 16)

where the symbol * denotes the convolutíon operation.

E(l) is called the etalon function and describes the transmission

of an etalon fn the presence of prate defects. rts is the convorution

of the Airy funcrion A(ì) with a defecr functlon D(r) whose form

depends on the wavelength region of interest.

rf che function Da(x) has a widch 6x (the scare size of the

defects) then rhe widrh of D(ì) is

óoì - l.dx/t (4 .L7 )

and Èhe defecÈ finesse NO is defined as

ND - 
^À/6Dt

(4.18)
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The wldth of the etalon functlon is denoted órt and is greater than

both 6OÀ and 6OÀ. The etalon finesse is defined as

NE - 
^r/68À

(4.1e)

The areas of A(À) and E(À) will be equal slnce D(À) is normalised to

unit area. The peak transmitcance "E of E(r) is less than ro as a

result of the broadening produced by the convolution operation. Iie

may write r, - ,D., A where ,D is some fraction determined by the

shapes of A(À) and D(t).

4.3.3 Effect of Flnfre Aperrure

The discussion so far has considered radiation incidenc at a

single value of €. rn practice the inst.rument must emproy a finite
aperture and hence a finite range of €, reading to further
modification of the transmission function.

I.Ie consider the fulr aperËure to be divided into elementary

apertures with different values of incidence. The elementary aperture

adnitting rays with incídence in rhe range (+{, ro (+(a+d(, subtends

a solid angle do at the lens given by

tu/a - Fl(€f)d€f (4.20)

where o is the solid angre subtended by the complete aperture and

Fl(€f) is the normarised aperture function. For the case of a

circular apercure of radius r, centred on the opticar axis, it is
easily shov¡n that

du - %rdÇf (4.2L)
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and ff we put €r-0 when (-1, we obtaÍn

Fa(€r) - 2r -6{ < €, s o

- 0 otherwlse

€

This new aperture function is related to the old one by

where 6( is the widrh of fl(€f). In rhls case 6( = I/2(r/f)2 
"nd

O - 216( where f is rhe focal length of Èhe lens (f>>r).

The analysls proceeds in a manner anarogous to the previous

section. Iùe consider vravelengths ln the viclnity of some reference

to. The transmictance of À' at incidence €+€r is equal to the

cransmÍttance of 
^,-^€ 

at incidence ( where

\€ - €,f^'/€ (4.23)

The elementary apertsure wfth incidence €+(r contrlbutes an amount

dry to the transmittance of ì' by the entire aperture where

dr¡, - E(r'-ì€)Fl(()d€ (4.24)

LIe inÈroduce a new aperture functlon F(t ( ), glven by

F(r
€
) - (1/o) ù'r/d,\

(4.22)

(4.25)

€
):€F

Ào ^r]
F(À

1 (4 .26)
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Figure 4.4 frrustraÈes the functions Fr(€¡) and F(À€) for the case of
a cfrcular aperture centred on Èhe optical axís.

Equation (4.24) may noq, be rewrltten as

dt^, - E(À'-^€)F(t€)dt€

r(À) Ís the instrLment cransmission function. rc describes the

transmission of an interferometer with irnperfect etalon and finite
aperture. rt is the convorution of the etalon function E(l) with the

aperture function F(ì).

If the width of Fr(€) is 6{ rhen rhe r¡idrh of F(À) ts

6Fr - À06€ (4.2e)

where we have taken (-1. The aperture finesse N ls defined as

LrIe integrate and obtaln

I(ì)-E(À)*p1¡¡

N I - L^/6r^

(4.27)

(4.28)

(4.31)

EÀ
and

F

NF - 
^t/6Ft (4. 30)

The widch of r(À) ls denored 6tr and is grearer rhan borh 6

6fÀ. The instrument flnesse is deffned as

The peak transmfttance rr of r(À) wlll be less than that of r, and we

may write r, - "F."E where rF r-s some fraction determined by the

shapes of E(I) and F(t).
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11(€)

1- 6€ €I

F(r )
€

¡
€

Figure 4.4 The aperture functlon rn cerms of the cosfne of the angle
of lncldence (f) and the wavelength.

- 6l¡' 0
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4.3.4 Transmitted Flux

Recarlfng equarions (4.3),(4.16) and (4.2g), the flux rransmítred
by the ínstrument is

o(À)-sor"[I(À)nB(À)]

- SOr.[A(ì) :k D(t) ,k F(r)] n B(ì)

where v/e have introduced a transmissÍon coeffícient , 
" 

which

describes the effect of absorptlons and refrections caused by the

various optical components. The maximum flux is given by

(4.32)

(4.33)o
max so"""AtDtFBr"*

rn most applicatlons the main objective is to achieve adequate

spectral resorution whllst maximising the transmitted flux e. A rough

guide which í-s connonly used is to set the instrument v¡idth 6rì equal

to the source width 6UÀ and then to maxímise Õ.

Equation (4-33) shows that the maximum frux is proportional to
the product orr. chabbal (1953) has examined this quantity as a

function of the ratio 6F\/68^ and has shown that a broad maximum

exists near 6rl/611 1. The apercure slze which optimises e is
therefore that whlch resurts fn an aperture function wÍdth

approximately equal to the etalon width. Under such conditions, both

of these widths will be somewhat ress than the instrument width,
typically by a factor of abour 0.7.
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The defect s¡idth óor places a rower rlmrt on the achiewable

eÈalon l¡ldth 6eÀ; also if ónÀ ls much larger than 6O^ rhe

transmission factor ro is greatry reduced. rt is advisabre therefore
to have 6DÀ<<6AÀ whence 6n^ wirr approximately equar 6o^. The

required refrectance may then be determlned from (4. g). The

instr'ment function width should be made no smaller than necessary

for the application since the requrrements on prate coatings,

flatness and parallel arignment become more severe as 6o^ ís
decreased -

4.3.6 Recorded proffle

rn the I'fawson spectrometer the transmitted frux is detected by a
photomultiplfer tube v¡hose output is recorded as a functíon of che

etaron plate separation. photons arriving at the photocathod.e produce

photoelectrons with a quantum efffcrency e. Erectron murtiprication
occurs wichin the tube and a currenc pulse is produced at the anode.

Ilhen the source radiance is low, as is the case for night observing,
the pulses are amprified and counted directly by the data acquisition
sys tem.

The spectrometer is scanned by 'stepping, the prate separatÍon

through N (usually L2B) values. since the scan is restricted to ress

than one order vre may associate wlth each prate separation tn a

wavelength 
^rr. 

The index n arso functions as the channel address for
the data acquisition system. A rine proffle ls recorded by scanní-ng

repetitively across the region of interest and summing successive

scans ' Repetitive scanning is necessary to reduce distortion caused

by noise and by variations in source intensity.

I'JiÈh the spectrometer in the nth channel the flux fncfdenË on the
photocathode is o(Àn) photons."-l. Th" average pulse rate due to the
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source ts Qe(Àr.,) and ff the total trme spent acqurring in each

channel is tO Èhen the counts recorded are gfven by

Yn-tdQo(lr.)+b+2. (4.34)

where b is a background term, r-ndependent of channer, whích r-ncrudes

contributions from continuum radiatlon and photomurtiplier dark

current and 
"n is a norse term v¡hich embodies the statistrcal

fluctuations ln the photon countÍng process. The resurts of the

aqulsition are therefore descrlbed by the set of numbers (v ).

4.4 The Dual-Etalon FpI

rt has been shown that the singre etalon Fpr has a transmrssion

function consistfng of a series of maxima separated in waveÌength by
a quantity carred the free spectrar range. rf radiation exfsts
outside the free spectral range of lnterest and the FpI is scanned

over one order, interpretation of che recorded speccrum is ambiguous.

one requires therefore that informatlon be derived from one bandpass

only of the spectrometer. rn order to achiewe this the sídebands must

be suppressed. For observations of isolated spectral llnes ln the

night airglow and aurora, an Lnterference fllter usually sufffces for
this purpose, even though the bandpass of such a filter may be ten or
more tfmes the free spectrar range of the Fpr. For daytlme

observations a single bandpass must be isolated and this is achleved

by plactng two (or more) FPI,s fn series. To isolate a bandpass at
wavelength 

^0, 
the etalons are all tuned for maximum transmisslon at

this wavelength, but the separation of each etalon is chosen such

that Èhe respective sidebands occur at different wavelengths. The

resurting transmlssfon profile is approximately the product of the
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fndivfduar proffres and there is a rarge reductf.on rn peak

Èransmlsslon at wavelengths where the sidebands are not in
coincldence. Exact or near colncldences hrill inevitably occur at some

waverengths but Èhe system is designed such that these are

sufflcientry removed from che princlpal bandpass to be suppressed by

the lnterference filter. The mathematical developments of dual-etalon

theory rnay be found fn the references cfÈed in sectfon 4.1.
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Chapter 5

THE FABRY-PEROT SPECTRO}IETER AT MAI{SON

5.1 Introductlon

The instrument used rn thrs study is a dua1, separation-scanned

Fabry-Perot spectrometer in whlch the central fringe onry is recorded.

rt was designed for high-resolution studies of the airglow and aurora

over a wide range of wavelengths durlng nÍght and day. The instrument
is a development of that described by Jacka et ar. (19g0) and cocks et
al. (1980). rnstarlation at Mawson was completed in 19g0 and the
instrument has been operated on a regurar basis since 19g1. A

description of the spectrometer follows.

5.2 Optical Lavout

The optical system is shor¡n in Figure 5.1. Light enters the
instrument via a periscope mounted on the roof of the observatory and

controlred from the operator's consore. The periscope is driven in
steps of 0.1 degrees in zenith and 1 degree in azimuth by

microprocessor controlled stepping motors and may be directed Èowards

any part of the sky. A simpre telescope on an equatoriar mount is used

to introduce sunlight for daytíme observations.

Because of the very high roof (-4m), êD optfcal reray is
incorporated between Èhe perlscope and the spectrometer cablnet below.

A mechanlsm allowing the introduction of varÍous righc sources for
calibration purposes is rocated within the reray at a magnified image

of the field srop.

The Fabry-Perot etalons and detector optLcs are suspended from a
steel frame within an fnsulated, Ëemperature controlled cablnet. The
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support frame l-s mounted on a concrete block connected to solid rock
below and mechanrcarly isolated from Èhe observatory. There is no

mechanical coupling to the optical relay above.

For daytime observíng, colrímated right from the optical reray is
flltered by the low-resorution etalon and is focused. onto a fierd stop
by an f/5-6 Taylor tripret. For níght observÍng the row-resorution
etalon ls swung out of the opticar path by a motor and a blank tube

inserted. A Geneva mechanism enables any of six field stops to be

used, giving a field of view varlable from 0.2 to 1 degree.

Light diverging from the fierd stop is collrmated by a second f/5.6
Taylor trlplet and filtered by the high-resolution etalon which forms

the aperture stop of the system.

up to six interference filters of -O.3nm bandwfdth are carried in
a wheel above the photomultiprier housing. A shorc-lrave pass firter is
used to eliminate lighc scattered from the pararrerism control
systems.

The lnstrument is designed so that arr routÍne operations may be

performed externarly from the operator,s consore. rn practice it is
possfble to run the spectrometer for many weeks without opening the

fnsurated cabinet, thus minimfsfng thermar and mechanrcal

perturbatíons.

5.3 Fabry-Perot Eralons

The Èwo etalons are of slmilar censtruction with 50mm and 150mm

diameter plates used ín the lorv and htgh resolution etalons
respectively. The prates are of fused silica and coatings are the 13_

layer alr-dielecrric rype described by Nerterfield et al. (19g0). The

reflectfve flnesse after ageing was NA-27 at À546nm and No-3? at
l633nn. Defect flnesse in operation is ND-35 for the high resolution
etalon and NO-60 for the lol¡ resolution etalon.
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Ffne control of plate separation and pararlerism fs provrded by
Pzr 5H piezoelecÈrr-c tubes porarised radfa[y. The tubes have a

plezoerectrfc expansion coefflcient of -lrunÆ. The plates may be

scanned over a maxrmum range of -7oonm (-2 orders of the o(ln) À630nm

enfssfon) ' Large varÍations in plate separation are achieved by rncans

of three steel support screvrs driven by stepping motors and controtred
from the operator's console. The maximurn plate separation is 25rnm for
the high resolution etaron and 5mm for the row resorution etaron.

5.4 Parallellsm Control

rt fs required that the plates of the Fabry-perot etarons be

maÍntained paraller to a degree somewhat better than the prate defect.
servo-contror of prate parallerism is appried to both etarons usÍng
che method of Rarnsay (Lg62). rn this scheme, a colrimated beam of
near-lnfrared lighË fs passed down through the etaron space on one

side and up through the opposite side Ëo a prN diode (Ffgure 5.2) .

Ilhen the paths AB-CD, the spectra resurting from each pass through the
etalon space are identical and the detected srgnal is a rnaximum. rn
order to sense the dfrection of parallellsm error a smalr arnprltude
(-3run) 'wobble'of lkHz is appried to one p1ate. The prN dfode ourput
is amplified, filtered and fed to phase-sensltive circurcry, the
output of which controls the prate paralrerfsm through a negative
feedback loop. The conÈror scheme is applied across two orÈhogonar

diems¡s¡s in such a way Èhac the mean separation remafns constant.

5.5 Seoarat fon Con trol

rn order to measure the smarr Doppler shifts resultíng from
thermospheric winds it rs essentr.al that long-term stabrlity and

llnearlÈy of the scan be malntained. Drlfts l-n eËaron separatfon due
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co11l¡nated

whfte llght source

Flqure 5.2 Parallellsm control system schematlc.

PfN dlode detector
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to temperature variations, together with the non_linearities,
hysteresis and creep associated with piezoelectric materials requíre
that the etalon be scanned under servo_contro1.

variations in the geometrical separation of the plates are sensed

by a capacitor dispracement transducer, the output of which is
compared with a staircase scan waveform. A pressure transducer r¿ithin
the etaron chamber provides a correction signar to compensate for
barometrí,c changes in the refractive index of the air between the
plates.

The capacitor dispÌacement transducer r.¡as designed and constructed
at the Mawson rnstitute for Antarctic Research.rt comprises 2 sets of
stainless steer discs configured to form 4 pararrer-plate, air_spaced
capacitors (Figure 5.3). one set of discs is attached to the rower
Fabry-Perot plate holder while the other movabre set is connected to
the upper plate holder wia an invar probe. The four capacitors are
connected in a bridge formation and a lokHz signal is applied. The

bridge may be balanced by adjusting the position of the probe by means

of a rnotor drive. Aty displacement of the plates causes an unbarance

of the bridge. The amplitude and phase of the output signar indicate
the magnitude and direction of displacement. phase-sensÍtive circuitry
is used to produce a dc vortage which is proportionar to the
displacement of the prates from some arbitrary zero- This signar is
combined with the barometric correction, a manual offsec and the scan

waveform to produce an error signar which contrors the vortage appried
to the piezoelectric tubes. The opticar separation of the prates is
therefore controlled precisely by the scan waveform.
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(a)

(b) 4

, 5

Flqure 5.3 capacitive dispracemenE transducer. (a) schematic of
mechanlcar arrangemenÈ, (b) ereccrfcal connecËion of the
discs.
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5.6 Photon DetectLon

An EMr 9658A photomultiptier r.¡ith an s20 photocathod.e is used. The

photocathode is deposited on a multipyramidar form impressed on the
inside surface of the front window; this enhances the effective
quantum efficiency. A Peltier junction device i-s used to cool the
photomurtiplier to -30c. Dark counts are further reduced to 10s-l by

the technique of magnetic defocusing.

Photomultiplier purse counting is emproyed for night observing.
This is not possibre during the daytime as the higher signar revers
introduce unacceptabre spectrar distortion as a result of purse

counting losses. For daytime observing the photomurtiplier current is
amplified and a voltage-controlred oscilrator is used to provide a

pulse train for input to the pulse counting circuitry.

5-7 Data Acou sltlon stem

The data acquisition systern comprises three microprocessors
accessing a common brock of memory. The memory consists of 256

channels, each of 24 bics capacity, and may be addressed in two

separate brocks of L2g channers to permit the acquisition of two

distinct spectra as required for daytime observations.

one processor contrors the rear-time dispray of data on a cRo

screen' one controls the recording of data on cassette tape and the
thírd controls the acquisition of data, ínvolving pulse counting,
generatlon of the scan waveform and overalÌ coordinatlon of the
observlng program.

A variety of observing programs is provided. rn the simprest
configuration a single spectrum is accumulated in 12g or 256 channels.

The instrrutrent is repeatedry scanned over Èhe serected waverength

range until a predetermined number of scans is completed. Acquisitlon
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then ceases and the operator may record the accumulated data or
continue further acqulsition íf the slgnal to nolse ratro is
unsatisfactory.

The data are recorded 1n the form of ASCrr characters. rn addÍtion
to the signal counts, housekeeplng data are recorded includlng
periscope zenith and azímuth angles, date, scart and stop times,
filter number' scan range and speed ete. For daytime observing the
ínsËrument alternately accurnurates sky and solar spectra which are
stored in separate 12g-channel blocks of memony.
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Chapter 6

DATA ANALYSTS

6.1 fntroductlon

The Mawson Fabry-perot spectrome.ter, when used for night
observing, yields raw data in the form of aírgrow/aurorar spectral
line profiles' A singre profile consists of a set of number. 1y.,)

which is described by equation (4.34). From chis we must determi'e
varues of ernission intensity, temperature and wind velocity. The

analysis may be considered in two stages:

i) The source function B(À) musc be recovered from the recorded

profile.

ii) The quantities of interest must be determined from the recovered

source spectrum. LIe shall also require estimates of the

uncertainties of these determinations.

Recovery of the source function involves removal of the instrument

broadening effect by numerical deconvorution. A numtrer of techniques
are availabre; the one used in this work was developed at the Mawson

Institute and is described in derail by Inrilksch (1975). The following
description is based on that work.

The method consists of fitting to the data a numerÍcarly generated

profile which is the convolutí-on of an appropriate instrument function
with a Gaussian curve. The parameters of the Gaussian (peak position,
width and height) are varied ro find the curve which best fits the

data in a least squares sense. An empiricarry determined version of
the instrurnent function is used, thus removing the need for an

analytic representaËion. The fitting is carried out in the Fourfer
transform domain, using only those components which are not dominated

by noise.
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6.2 The Analvsls Scheme

Recarling equation (4.34), a rine profire is represented by the
set of numt¡ers (yr.r) given by

+b+zv-n sn n (6.1)

(6.3)

(6 .4)

where sr., is the contribution due üo the source, b is a constant
backgound term and zn describes the statisticar fluctuations in the
data. I'Ie assume that the expected varue of z,, denoted 1.z.-), is zero
and also that the variance a"'', is independent of n. This second

assumption is reasonable when the source signar is small compared to
the background. LIe may therefore write

<Y>:s +b-n n (6 .2)

The method consists of deriving a number of trial sets (sr"r), each

corresponding to a different combination of emission parameters
(intensity, temperature and wind verocity) and a constant b which
together give the best fit to the data. The set which best fits the
data is taken to be thaÈ which minimises the *2 p^r^ 

"ter defined as

2
N-1
t

n-0
2 2
/oX [1r.,-(sr.,+ t¡ J

where o 1z 2

n
2

consider now the discrete Fourier transform of the sets

n). The set (irr, ) is the discrete Fourier transform (DFT) of

(y ) and
n

yn if
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N-1
2,

n-0
Yn'- Y., .*p (-L2ernn' /N)

I^Ie denote this relationship by

(6. s)

(6.6)

(6.1)

(6.8)

(6.e)

(6.10)

where

(yr.,, )

sr. + b))

s + bìn

(v-n f

The transform set will in general be complex-valued. I+Ie note in
particular that if (yrr) is real Èhen {i.r, ) will have conjugate

sJrrunetry about n, -N/2.

The DFT is a linear operation and we may therefore write

(v-n ( f (Yr.,,

{sn'

2x /Nn

as

| Ï.,,- ã.,,1'

sn
(

"0 +Nb

f

The transform of,' the constant b is non-zero only for n,:o and so (ã.r,

is the same as the transforrn of (srr) except at n,-0 where

I.Ie note also that if

N-1

n:O n

1

N-1

n'- 0

N-1

n'- 0

(*rr) ) (xrr,) then

N-1

n:0
2xn

We may therefore write (6.3)

2
x

Nø
2 (6.11)
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The task is therefore to mínlmlse x2 ay surtabre choice of {ãrr, ).
Now equations (4-4) and (4.34)show rhat

sr, : SOQr"IO(R(À) ,k B(t)) (6.12)

"., is therefore a sample of some function s(À) whÍch is the

convolution of the source function wÍth a function H(À). That is

where

and

s - S(-\ )n

S(l) - H(ì) :t 31¡¡

H(l) : SoQr.tuR(À)

(6.13)

(6.14)

(6.ls)

I,üe apply the v¡ell-known convolutsion

(6. B) , (6.9) obrain

theorem to (6.14) and, recallíng

n':1...N-l

Bo +Nb n":0 (6.16)

where (Hr,) is assumed to be normalised so that frO-l and all scaling
factors are absorbed into (B.r). Equation (6.11) is now wriccen as

HBs
nnn

(6.L7)

) so as to mlnimise the

determine E^ and the
0

remaining term may be made to vanish by choosing b:(!o-no)/n. The rask

is therefore reduced to that of minimising

,2- (t/*o,l 
{l;o-ro-Nbt, ..)!trlv,',- 8,,,H,,, l 

2}

x2 ^^y be mlnimised by first chooslng (ñ.r,

terms under the summation sign. This will
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N-1

nt- 1

(I/¡to2 ) Er','frr"r' |2 (6.18)

out that theIt has been poínted

symmetry about n,- N/2

therefore be written

X

2

transforrn sets have conjugate

even). Equatlon (6.18) may

2
X

n

(assuming N

(2/No2,{ 
:1! ,1i,,,-ñ,,,fr,,, l2* }li,orr-n* tzÃ*1212 } (6.le)

Now as n, increases towards N/2, the value of lEr.r,ñr.r, I will usually
decrease while ltrr,l becomes dominated by noise. The expected varue of
lt.r, l2 fot n''N/2 is Nø2 (from equarion 6.ro) and hence rhe expecred

varue o¡ 11.,, - E.r,firr,l'approache" No2. Thus for n, greater than some

number M, whích depends on the signar to noise ratio of the data, the
contribution of each term to the totar x2 is unity. The task of
minimisin g x2 it further reduced ro that of minimis í ?.g XM where

xM- (2/No2 )
n

l{
t

1

2

i.,'- E,r'frt' | '

{z7no2 ¡ 
n,!, r 

1frr.,, l'lvn, / Ãn, B r (6.20)n

where M is chosen such that, for n,)M, the signar contributlon to !r.r,
is smalr compared to the noise contribution. The factor No2 is equar

to the expected value of ltr,l2 and is easiry obtained from the pov¡er

spectrum of the data (Figure 6. l) .

The interpretation of (6.20) Ís as follows is the 'powerlt.', I 
t

spectrum' of the instrument function while Y.,-,/Hn, represents the
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Flqure 6.1
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transform of the direct deconvolution of the data. I,Ie are thus
performing a deconvolutlon of the data followed by a least-squares fit
to the source function in the transform domain, using lfrrr,12 ^" u

weighting function. The use of the instrument function power spectrum

as a weighting function, together with truncation of the data

transform at n'- M ensures the suppression of the high-frequency,

noise-dominated components .

6.3 Form of the Source Transform

The source transform has conjugate symmecry about n,- N/2 and is given

by (I{ilksch 1975)

2Br,, - r exp(-p.'

-*BN-ar' : B 
ar,

-iqn') n'-O...N/2

n':1. ..N/2-L (6.2r)

where

and mo is the spectrometer order at the waverength of interest

NO is the number of channels corresponding to one order

AO is the area under one period of the Airy function

n, is the peak channel of the recorded profile.

The parameter p ís proportional to the temperature T of the

emitting species while r is proportional to the source radiance L.

Parameter q is related to vr, the line-of-sight component of the wind

velocíty by

p : (zrm'No,/cN) 2,çZUr¡r¡

q : 2nnr/N

r : SOQr".¿NOA¡L
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(6.22)

where .o is the peak channel corresponding to the rest-frame

wavelength.

ot

rn this work, the i-nstrument function v¡as obtained by first
recording, under normal operating conditions, a line profil-e of the

À546run emission of tgtnt. The recorded profire must be reratively
noise-free; that is, (frr-r, ) becomes noise-dominated onry for some n' in
excess of the number M of equation (6.20). several sreps are

necessary in order to obtain from this profile an instrument function
applicable ar À630nm.

First, the line width of the À546nm emission is not negligible and

must be removed from the recorded profile. This is achieved by

deconvolving the profire with a Gaussian curve of width 0.54pm

corresponding to a temperature of 3ooK. This yields the instrument

function applicable at À546nm.

Second, in order to adapc the instrument function to a different
wavelength we consider its component functions as functions of channel

number. The defecË and aperture functions, thus considered, are

unaffected by a change of waverength whereas the Airy function
undergoes a change of scale; that is, the number of channels

corresponding to one period of the Airy function is changed in
proportion to the change in wavelength. Furthermore, the reflective
finesse will usually vary with wavelength, reading to further
modiflcation of the Airy functlon.

n *oN^tr/t * tor
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The instrument function at À546nm is thus deconvolved with the
Alry functÍon appropriate to that waverength and the resurtÍng
functÍon convolved with an Afry function approprlate to À630nm. Thls
step requires that the reflective finesse be known at the two

wavelengths.

Finalry, the peak of the instrumenc functíon is arbitrariry
shifted to channeL zero. This step is carried out in the transform
domain by application of the shifc theorem.

"
A grid-search procedure (Bevington 1969) is used to find a minimum

tvalue of xM (equation 6.20) by variation of the three parameters p,g
and r which determine (ñn, ) accordÍ,ng to (6.2r). Irhen the minimum is
rocated, the final varues of p,q and r are converted back to estimates
of temperature, peak position and emission intensity. The anarysis
routine also returns an estimate of Nb (equation 6.Ll), the totar
number of counts due to background sources.

An estimate of the uncercaincy in the best-fit varues of
p,9, and r is obtained using the method described by BevÍngton (1969).

The uncertainty in the estimate of a parameter is taken to be that
departure from the best-fit varue which gives rise to an increase of

,)
unrEy rr XM

Temperature variations within the Fabry-perot etaron cause changes

in the mean pl-ate separation which in turn cause the instrument
waverength scare to drift. This must be corrected before wind

veroclties can be carcurated. Fuçthermore, in the absenee of a

laboratory source of o(1o¡ 
^e:0.,r 

radfation, a zeto verocfty reference
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must be established.

Instrument drift is monitored by frequent wavelength calibrations
usÍng the À630.5nm emlssion of t¡.20. calibrations are performed before
and after each atmospherÍc observation. The calibration procedure

takes 1-2 minutes and does not inËrude signíficantry on observÍng

tíme.

Figure 6.2 shows the peak positions of calibration and atmospheric

profiles as functions of time over a few hours of observation. Drift
is corrected by subtracting from each atmospheric peak position the

value of the calibration curve, rinearly interpolated at the mtdpoint

of the atmospheric observation.

A zero velocity reference is estabrished by assurning that the

vertical component of the velocity, averaged over all zenith
observations made on that night, is zero. This assumption is unrikely
to lead to errors greater than a few ,-.-1. The quantity no of
equation (6 -22) is therefore determined, enabring rine-of-sight
velocities to be calculated.

rn order to calculate the horizontal component of verocity we

consider Figure 6.3 which shol¡s the instrument viewing geometry. The

line-of-sight velocicy v, is given by

vr:vnsin'+v"cos|

vn is the horizontal component

v, is the vertical component

d is the zenith angle of the observation

(6.23)

where

and

Vertical velocitíes of several tens of ,. "-1 are frequentry
encounÈered in -the aurorar zone. even during quiet geomagnetlc

condftions. During disturbed condftions welocitles of up to 10om.s-l

have been observed. (wardilr & Jacka 19g6; Rees et al. 19g4a) .
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Flcure 6.2 correctlon of wavelengÈh drlfc: The polnËs Jolned by che

solld llne are peak posfclons of the callbratlon
proflles. Alrglow/auroral profiles are represented by the
rectangles whlch lndlcate the duration of the observatl-on
and che uncertal,ncy ln the deÈerminaElon of peak
poslcfon. wavelengch drfft is correcced by subÈracclng
from the aLtglow/aurorar. peak posftl.ons the value of the
callbratlon cunre, llnearly interpolaced aE the midpolnt
of the observaËion.
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vr
emlttlng layer v

z

th

Ficure 6.3 rnstrumenc vrewing geometry: The emitÈing layer is at
height h, where the horrzontar and verÈrcar components of
the wlnd velocicy are vh, !2. The sum of the proJectlons
of these components onto the rnstrument rrne of slght
glves che radiatr veÌocltÏ ,r.

h
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The vertlcal velocfty can, of course, only be measured directly
above the observatory (d-0) whereas t. is measured some 400km away

(for 0:600). Furthermore, measurements of the overhead vertical
verocíty and of v, are typicarly separated in time by at reast 20

minutes. It is unreasonable to assume that the vertÍcal velocity
measured overhead can be relíably used in the determination of vh at
some other time and location. The second term on the right of equation

(6.23) is therefore unknown and consËÍtutes a significant source of
error in the determination of vn.

The procedure adopted in this work is to carculate vn from (6.23)
under the assumption that u"==o. The root-mear¡-square value of the

measurements of v, made overhead on that night is then calculated and

taken as an estimate of the typicar magnitude of vz at the other

observing locations. This is combined with the statistical error in v

to give an estimate of the uncertainty in vn.
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Chapter 7

RESULTS OF OBSERVATIONS

7.1 The Dara Set

The author was based at the Australian National Antarctic Research

Expeditions starion at Mar¿son loz.sos , 62.9on) from December 19g2 ro

January L984. The spectrometer was operated during the period January

Ll' 1983 co January 10, LgB4 whenever clear skies permitted. Both the

single etalon (nighttime) and dual etalon (dayttme) configurations
were used. SÍngle etalon observations vrere confined to the period from

February to october while most of the daytime observations were mad.e

outside this period. unfortunately, the computing facÍIities at Mawson

r{/ere severely limited and the complete analysis of the data could not
begin untir the author's return to Austraria in February 19g4.

The analysis of the daytime data proved difficult. The recovered

À630n¡n rine spectrum, obcained by subtracting the spectrum of scatt_
ered sunlight from the spectrum of the sky, hras frequently found to be

distorted to such an extent that furcher anarysis was impossible.

Also, the tÍme resolution achieved in the daytime observations was

very poor' with a single observation typicatly requiring ninety
minutes of signal integration. The frequent interruption of summer

observations by patchy cloud caused further problems. rt was therefore
declded that the daytirne observations were unlikely to yield reliable
resurts and they will not be discussed further in this report.
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Analysis of the data obtained from the single etalon configuration
was stralghtforward. These observations were made at nighttlme during
the winter and equÍnoxes of 1983. After discarding those observations
affected by cloud, a totar of 60 nlghts of reriabre data was obtained.
Tabre 7 . 1 shows the dates on whlch observatíon.s v¡ere made, with the
corresponding varues of the dairy oo index. (Note: a typicar night,s
observing covers two uT dates, finishfng at -0100 uT. In the following
sectÍons, all dates r¿irl refer to the ur day on which observatÍons

commenced, and on which che majorlty of the night,s observations was

therefore made. )

e

rn order to investigate the dependence of the observed wind and

temperature on time, geomagnetic activity, and r¡,fF By, v/e require a

procedure for averaging results over several nights.
consider the resurts obcained from a single night,s observatÍons;

these consist of a set of wind and temperat're measurements distrib-
uted over five viewing directions (the four geographic cardinar direc_
tions and the zenith). The wind and temperature measurements are each

treated as a set of five time series; one series for each viewing
direction. A singre observation requires -2o mÍnutes of sfgnar
integration and thus the members of a given series are separated in
time by approximately 5 x 20 - 100 minutes. Figure 7.1 irlustrates the
results obtained on a typical nlght (June 14, 19g3).

To allow resurts to be averaged over severar nights, a set of
half-hourly samples is derived from each series by linear
interpolation. The sampres are taken on the ur hour and half-hour.
Average results are then obtained by caJ-culating, for each sampre

time, the mean values of the wlnd and temperature sampres in each of
the vlewtng directions.
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Table 7.1

Feb 02 1983
Feb 07 1983
Feb 08 1983
Feb 09 1983
Feb 20 1983
March l0 1983
March 12 1983
March 14 l9B3
March 16 1983
March 18 1983
March 21 1983
March 27 l-983
April 11 1983
April 13 1983
April 14 1983
April 26 L983
April 2l L983
April 28 1983
April 29 I9B3
l{ay 02 1983
May 17 1983
May 18 1983
May 20 1983
tlay 22 L983
ltay 24 L983
ltay 26 L983
ltay 27 L983
May 30 1983
June 02 1983
June 03 1983
June 05 1983
June 06 1983
June 08 1983
June 09 1983
June 12 1983
June 13 1983
June 14 1983
June 15 1983
June 16 1983
June 17 1983
June 23 1983
June 24 1983
June 26 1983

033
038
039
040
051
069
071
073
07s
077
080
086
101
103
104
116
IL7
118
119
122
]-37
138
140
L42
t44
l-46
r47
150
153
154
1s6
Ls7
1s9
160
163
L64
165
L66
I67
168
L74
17s
L77

5

43
18
18
4L
7

53
26
11
20
L2
3

I
36
45
28
L4
L2
39
L4
64
I2
10
51
77
10
11
9

8

6

6

11
T2
20
L6
70
L2
L7
8
I7
L7
6

13
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Table 7.1 conr.

Date llnv An

July 03 1983
July 04 1983
July 05 1983
July 13 1983
July 14 1983
July 15 1983
July tr9 1983
July 20 1983
Sept 17 1983
Sept 18 1983
Sept 19 1983
Sepc 20 1983
Sept 22 1983
Sepc 23 1983
Oct 18 1983
Oct 19 1983
Occ 20 1983
Occ 23 1983

184
185
186
L94
19s
196
200
20L
260
26L
262
263
265
266
29L
292
293
296

I
I
6
19
6

5
9
7

25
11
54
22
13
4
51
8
6
2L
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lJind results wrlr frequently be disprayed in vector formar to
assist in lnterpretatlon. The meridional components of the half-hourly
wind vectors are obtained by averaging the north-viewing and south-
viewing sampres. The zonar components are obtained by averaging the

east-viewing and west-viewing sampres. The resurting wector is thus an

estimate of the overhead wind, obtained by linear interpolation both

in time and in space.

D t s

Neutral lllnds Temnera tures

7.3.1 Introductlon

ron drag and solar radiation provide the primary sources of
momentum and energy for the thermosphere at high ratitudes. These

sources have been described in chapter 2 and the resulting circulation
has been discussed.

Although the resurts and conclusions presented in chapte r 2 are

weÌl established, there have been very few ground-based observations

of thermospheric winds and temperatures from high southern latitudes.
The first step in the anarysis of the Mawson data was, therefore, to
examine the observed wÍnds for the characteristics of ion drag forcing
and to determine the dependence of winds upon geomagnetic activity.

7.3.2 Results

I"Iind and temperature observations r¡¡ere considered from 54 nights
during the equinoxes and winter of 19g3. rn order to assess the

dependence upon geomagnetic activity, these data were divided night by

p

i
I

I

I
I
t,

å

I

I

{
r
J

night into tvro categories, according to the A index. The ftrst
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category (A-<25) corresponded to quiec to moderate conditions andP

contaÍned 44 nights of observations. The second category (Ap>25)

corresponded to dlsturbed conditions and contalned 10 nights.

Figure 7.2 shows the averages, over these categories, of the half-
hourry wind vectors, transformed to geomagnetic coordinates. The

general form of che circulation r¿as the same in both cases with south-

westward (sunward) flow in the afternoon and evening hours changing to

equatorward (antisunward) flow around magnetic midnight. trlind speeds

were typically -100ms-1 during quÍet/moderate conditions and increased

to -200ms-1 drrri.rg dísturbed conditions. A pronounced reduction in
wind speed was observed to coincide with the maximum rate of change of
wind direcrion around 2ooo-220o magnetic rocar cime (MLT).

The averages of the half-hourly temperature samples are shown for
each Ao category in Figure r .3. Averages have been calcurated for
each of the five viewing directions. The standard deviations of the

temperature samples for a glven time and dlrection ranged from 15 to
25K for A <25 and from 25 to 5oK for A_>25. Error bars have, however,P - --p---' "-
been omitted for clarity.

significant and systematic differences in temperature v¡ere

observed over the five viewing directions. The highest temperatures

were observed to the geographic south and the lowest temperatures in
the north and zenith. observed temperatures were in the range 6oo-gooK

during quiet/moderate condiËions and showed a broad minimum around

1600ur. TemperaÈures were considerabry higher during disturbed
conditions and ranged up to -1200K with a broad minimum around 1g00UT.

However, the smalrer sample size and greater variability of
temperature made the exact nature of the diurnal variation uncertain.
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Flgure 7.2 Average wind vectors observed under (a) quiet to moderate
and (b) disturbed geomagneElc condltions. The vectors are
plotced in geomagnetic coordlnaÈes; in each diagram
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7.3.3 Dlscussfon

The observed winds folrowed the pattern of ion convection

descrlbed in secrion 2.3.2. This ís irrusrrated by Fig. 7.4 whÍch

shows an ldealised version of the convectlon pattern on whÍch the

trajectory of Mawson is indlcated.

The afternoon and evening measurements were made within the

sunr¿ard-flowing region of the dusk convection cell. Equatorward winds

observed near magnecic midnight occured as Mawson entered the region

of antisunward convectíon across the polar cap. Reduced wind speeds

were observed around 2000-2200 MLT as the staËion passed cl-ose to the

stagnant centre of the dusk cell.

During disturbed conditÍons, che porar electric field strength and

the Íonospheric conductiwity are enhanced. Both of these effects lead

to increased ion-neutral momentr¡m transfer and hence to increased

neutral wind speeds as observed. The observed increase in temperature

may be ascribed to the effects of Joule heating and particre
precipitation.

These resurts therefore confirm the view that ion drag forcing is
the principal momentum source for the high-ratitude thermosphere, in
agreement with similar studies in the northern hemisphere and v¡ith the

predictions of thermospheric generar circur-ation moders.
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Flcure 7.4 rdeallsed versron of che htgh-latftude plasma conveccion
pattern ada¡tIcd frorn llc,cli.s ct ¿ì1. (I9g2). Gco'ragn.ti<:
co<-¡rdin¿ltcs ¿rre uscd (geornagnetic l-acicude an<J rnagneLic
local Cime). Mawson,s ÈraJectory chrough Che paccern fs
lndfcated by che 70o geomagnetic laclrude circle.
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7.4.1 fntroduction

The geometry of the high-ratitude convection pattern has been

discussed in section 2.3.2. rn general, the pattern is not symmetric

about the noon-midnight magnetíc meridian but shows as)¡mrnetries which

are rerated to the y-componenc of the interplanetary magnetic field
(IMF B--). In the northern hemisphere, the dawn circulation cell- isv
enrarged for rMF B"<0 and the dusk cerl enlarged for rMF By>O. rn the

southern hemisphere the dusk celr is enrarged for rMF Br<0 and the

dawn cerr enlarged for rMF trto. since the convecting ions provide the

primary momentum source for the neutral thermosphere, similar
asymmetries are to be expected in the neutral circulation.

Ground-based measurements from Spitsbergen (7go.2N, 15.6oE, 75oÂ¡

have shown a definite dependence of the neutral circulation on IMF B,

which was particularly evident in the zonal component of the frow
around noon (Mccormac and smith 19g4). observations made in the

northern hemisphere by the Dynamics Exprorer-2 spacecraft have also
shown a number of as¡rmmetries in the neutrar frow incruding: (r) an

as)rrünetry Ín the polar cap frow, with the region of most rapid anti-
sunward flow shifting from the dawn-side to the dusk-side as rMF By

changed from positive to negative; (2) a shift in magnetic local time

of the reglon of entry of neutrar gas into the porar cap, from the

dawn-side to the dusk-side of the noon-midnight meridian as rMF B,

changed from positive to negative; and (3) changes in the relative
sizes of the dawn and dusk circulatÍon cells consistent with the known

changes in the geometry of tþ. high-ratitude ion convectlon pattern
(Mccorrnac et al. 1985). The dusk cell has been observed to dominate
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períods when IMF B, was

L984). These and orher
observatÍons have been supported by the results of thermospherÍc model

carculations which have used, as input, âû rMF Br-dependent

description of rhe high-ratitude erecrric fierd (Rees er ar. 1986).

The location of Mawson within the auroral zone is well-suited for
ground based invescigation of the effects discussed al¡ove. The

horizontar wind data were therefore examlned for dependence upon the

sign of IMF B
v

7.4.2 Results

The horizontal wind data were grouped according to the sign of rMF

uy "" measured by the rMp-g spacecraft. rMp-g was raunched into a

geocentric orbit of -30 x 40 R" on october 26, 1g73 and has a period
of -r2.5 days. The spacecraft is in the solar wind for 6-g days per
orbit, during which time interpranetary data are avair-abre.
(continuous monicoring of rhe rMF lras previousry provided by rsEE_3

which orbited the earth-sun ribration point, approximatery 240Re

sunward of che earth, until mid-19g2 when it was redirected into the

earth's magnetotail. )

Measurements of the rMF v¡ere available on 26 of the 54 níghts on

which thermospheric winds were observed. Examination of the hourry_
averaged varues of the rMF revealed 7 nights on which rMF By remained

negative throughout the period of observation and 13 nights on whích

rMF By remained positive. The remaining 6 nights were rejected since
the sign of rMF By r¡/as uncertain due to fructuations or to data gaps.

entirely the hfgh-Iatítude circulatíon during

Iarge and positive (5-lOnT) (Ki1leen er aI
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Figures 7.5a and 7.5b show the averaged neutral wlnd vectors for
rMF B- negaËlve and positive respectivery. The patterns differ inJ

several respects. For rMF t, negative the observed wind speeds are

generally larger and the transition from poleward to equatorrrard flow
occurs 1-2 hours earrier than in the rMF By posltive case. The most

important difference, however, is to be found in the behaviour of the

zonal componenc. For IMF By negative the zonal component is westward

throughout the period of observation, whereas for rMF B, positive, the

zonal component shifts from l¡estward to eastward at -2200 MLT.

w a ri
The University college thermospheric general circulation model

(TGCM) has been discussed in Chapter 2. Output from the model has been

made available for comparison wich the Mawson observations. The rnodel

oufput r{as sampled at Mawson's longitude and at an altitud.e
appropriate to 630n¡n observations, yielding neutral cemperatures and

r¿ind vectors as functions of latitude and of universal time. The high-
latitude convection pactern was specified by the A2 and 82 models of
Heppner and Maynard (1983). These models are discussed in section
2.3.2 and íllustrared in Figure 2.7.

Two simulations were provÍded which are labelled JC and MC. The

simulations have been widely used in the interpretation of northern

hemisphere data from ground-based Fabry-Perot spectrometers and from

Dynamics Explorer-2. rn the JC simulation, for rMF B, positive, the 82

convectlon pattern is appried to the northern hemisphere and the A2

patcern to the southern hemisphere. rn the MC simulation, for rMF B,

negative, the A2 pattern is applied co the northern hemisphere and the

82 pattern to the southern hemlspherp. The JC símulaEion-is in fact
more aPpropriate to conditions prevaillng at December solstice whlle
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the MC simulation is appropriate to June solstice. The differences in
the circulation pacterns predicted by the two simuratíons are,
however, Iargely due to the dlfferences in the convection fierds and

the predictÍons can therefore be meaningfully compared with the Mawson

resurcs, which v¡ere obtaíned during a period spanning the June

solstÍce and both equinoxes. Ffnarry, the simurations are appropriate
to a time of high sorar activity, whereas the Mawson results were

obtained under average sorar conditions. The observed wind speeds are
therefore expected to be smarrer than those predicted by the moder and

the observed wind pattern shourd be contracted toward the geomagnetÍc

pole.

(f) JC Sfmularl-on

Figure 7.6a shows part of the output from the JC simulation. I.Jind

vectors were available at 20 intervals in geographic ratitude and at
1.2 hour intervars in universar Time. The vectors shown are for
latitudes of 640, 680 and r2o; the ratitude of Mawson is 67.60. The

orientation of the vectors gives the wind direction in geographic

coordinates; i.e. north is to the top of the page and east is to the
right. Magnetic midnight at Mawson is at _2230 UT.

The moder predicts a region of sunward (westward) and equatorward

winds in the late afternoon and evening hours, which are driven by the
dusk convection cell. sunward frow assocíated with the dawn convection
cell is evident in the band of eastward v¡inds which moves poleward
past Mawson from 0600 to 1000 ur. poleward winds are predicted during
the noon and early afternoon.

The averaged observed wind vectors for rMF By posicive are shown

in Figure 7.6b fot comparison. Note Èhat the wind scale dfffers frorn

that of Figure 7.6a. The observed and predfcted wind directlons are in
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good agreement although the observed r¡ind speeds are considerabry
smarler. The latftude at which the moder wínds best frt the
observations Ís uncertain as the latitudinal variation of the moder

winds ls smalI within the period of observatlons.

(fl) }fC Stmularfon

output from the MC simuratíon is shown in Figure 7.7a. The outpur
was availabre at 50 intervars in latitude and is shown for latÍtudes
of 600, 65o, 7oo and iso. rn the evening hours, erestv/ard winds
assocÍated with the enlarged dusk convection celI are enhanced with
respect to the comprementary rMF u, sítuatíon. The band of !Íestr{¡ard
winds commences earlier and extends welr into the morning hours,
reversing the sunward flow seen in this sector in the JC simulation.

Averages of the observed wind veccors for rMF By negative are
shown in figure 7.rb. After 1900 ur, enhanced westv¡ard winds were

observed, whose direction was in reasonabre agreement with the moder

predictions for 650 and roo latitude. prior to r900ur, the observed
winds nere nearry poleward and corresponded more crosely to the moder

predictions for 75o. As in the rMF By positive case, the observed rvind
speeds r4/ere approximatery one harf of those predicted by the moder.

7.4.4 Dlscussl-on

The observed winds show a strong dependence on the slgn of rMF By,

consistent with the resurts of previous studies in the northern
hemlsphere. The (geomagnetic) westward component observed around
magnetíc midnight when rMF t, r^/ås negative suggests that the dusk

circulatíon cell r¡/as considerabì-y expanded and influenced the
antisunward flow across the porar. cap. conversery, the observed
eastward component. when rMF B, was positive indfcates expansfon of the
dawn circulation cell.
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The comparíson of observed wlnds and model predictions is
encouraging and shows reasonable agreement of wind dÍrections for IMF

t, posltive and negative. The discrepancy between predicted and

observed wind speeds ls no doubt due, ln part, to the assumption of
high solar activl-ty which applies to the model carculations.

One important feature of the model winds vras not apparent in the

observations due to the limited ur coverage; this concerns the

relative effectiveness wi-th which the dawn and dusk cells are driven

for IMF B oositive and negative respectively. The model results showv'
that the (anticyclonic) dusk cell is present for rMF B, posttive and

negative and ls particularly werr deveroped in the latter case, with
strong westward flow occurring from -1600-0400 UT. The eastward flow
associated with the dawn cerl is however quite weak for rMF B"

positive and ls virtually absent for rMF B, negative, having been

reversed by the enhanced westward flow of che dusk cel1. This can be

explained by the fact that eastward-moving air parcels in the dawn

cell are deflected to lower latitudes by the coriolis force and are

therefore removed from the region of ion convection. Westward-moving

parcels, on the other hand, are constrained to follow the direction of
ion convection since rocarised pressure gradient forces act to oppose

the Coriolis force and hence to reduce the path curvature (McCormac

and Smith 1984) . In both hemispheres therefore, the anticyclonic dusk

celr is more effectively driven than the cyclonic dawn cerl.
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7.5 v"rtf""1 l{otior" "rd Th"*o"ph"ri" Grrtlty I{"r""

7.5.1 fntroductfon

observations were restricted to the zenith on 6 nights d,uring

1983. These observations yield.ed information on vertical motions and

allowed certain properties of thermospheric gravity vraves to be

inferred. Internal atmospheric gravity lraves exist at periods greater

than a characteristic value called the Våisäl-å-Brunt period; in the F-

region thls is -15 minutes. In order to resolve features on thls time-

scale the signal integration time was flxed at 5 minutes. ThÍs is less

than the average time used in observations of horizontal v¡inds but

gave adequate results nevertheless.

The dates of the observations are shown berow with the

corresponding values of the Ap index.

Date f)nv er Ao

April 13, 1983

ApriI 14, 1983
YIay 24, 1983
JuIy 20, 1983
Sept. 19, 1983
Sept. 20, 1983

103

104

L44
20L
262

263

36

45

77

7

54

22

The results from l{"y 24 and september 19 have been discussed

previously by l.Iardíll and Jacka (1986) bur will be incruded in rhe

present section for the sake of completeness. certain parts of the

discussion in sectí-on 7.5-3 have also been adapted from the above

paPer.
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7.5.2 Results

The vertical wind measurements from all slx nights are shown in
Figure 7 -8. Note that, in the absence of a rest-v/averength

measurement, the zero velocity for a given night is taken to be the

time-average of aII vertical velocity measurements obtained on that
night. The measurements are therefore subject to a systematic error
equal to the mean value of the true vertical velocity over the period

of obserwation.

The results show striking evidence of thermospheric gravity r,¡aves

with oscillatory behaviour apparent on each night. Typlcal wind speeds

were of the order of a few tens of r"-1 b,ra often exceeded 5oms-1, and

on occasion reached lOOms-1. The time-scale of the oscillations varied
from -20 to 60 minutes.

The results of July 20 are particurarry interesting; this vras a

day of extremely low geomagnetic actívity (A--7) yet vertical motions
_1 

-p
of 50ms ' ,^rere observed during much of the night. Moderate to
extremery disturbed conditions prevailed on the remaining days with Ao

ranging from 22 to jl.

In order to determine the relaËionship becween vertical motions

and geomagnetic activity, the rocar magnetic and arl-sky camera

records u¡ere examined. Magnetic b"y d.isturbances occurred on arr 6

nights. on three nights, rarge magnetic bays r¡rere associated with
distinctlve features in the vertlcal ¡¿ind records. I.Ie now consider
each of these nights in turn:

(t) Aprtl 13, 1983

Figure 7.9 shows the vertical wind measurements for Aprir 13,

together with the observed temperature and the H-component of the
local magnetogram. A negative b"y disturbance of -250nT ampritude
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commenced at 223OUT. This

temperature of -200K and a prolonged period of upward v¡ind. Large

dor¡nward winds of up to lOOms 1 *"." observed between OO3O and OlOOur.

These wlnds coíncided wÍth a rapid increase in temperature from -750K
to -1200K. The geomagnetic fierd was quiet during thrs time.

(11) May 24, 1983

Figure 7.10 shows the verticar wind, the temperature and the

magnetogram H-component for May 24. The geomagnetic fierd was quiet
prior to 1600 ur and rhe verrical wind rerarlvery smarl (<2sms-1¡. The

commencement of a rarge negative b.y disturbance at 1630 ur was

accompanied by an upward wind of 5oms-1 and v¡as folrowed by the
expansion phase of an aurorar substorm, as indicated by the arr_sky
camera record' oscillations of the vertical wind with zero mean and

amplitude -5oms-1 persisted throughout the subsequent 6 hours of
observations, during which time a second negative bay disturbance
occurred at 2030ur. The effects of the two disturbances are nor
readily separable in the period 2O3O_223O UT.

The temperature data show rittre evÍdence of rocal heating, wÍth
the exception of moderate temperature enhancements from 1g2O co I930

ur and around 22oo ur. These v/ere periods of sustained downward

motion.

(fff) SepËember 19, 1993

Figure 7 ' 11 shows the results for september Ig . The wÍnd data

revear a group of oscirlations of ampritude -30ms-1 in the period
1630-1830 ur, during which time the geomagnetic field was relativery
qulet. A negatfve disturbance occurred, at 19oo ur, whlch was forrowed

by the expansion phase of an aurorar substorm. The thermosphere

coincided with a sudden increase in

d

r

,l

I
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responded by expandfng rapidly upwards, reaching a maximtun verocity of
_'t

100ms -. The upward motion was sustained for 30 mínutes and was then
repraced by osclllatfons of smarl amplitude and a period of _30

minutes. The temperature data show no clear evidence of rocar heating.

7.5.3 Dlscusslon

To date, there have been relatlvely few measurements of vertical
motions in the neutrar thermosphere. Rieger (Lgi4) has reported
motions of 15ms-l at row, medium and high latltudes, observed rn
barÍum release experÍments, and spencer et ar. (L9r6), usfng a mass

spectrometer aboard the Atrnosphere Exprorer-c spacecraft, have

observed vertical winds up to BOms-l near the aurorar ovar during
disturbed geomagnetic conditions. Subsequent observations have shown

that strong ()50ms-1¡ verticar winds are a cornmon feature of the high-
latitude thermosphere during both quiet and disturbed condltions
(Spencer et al. r9B2; Rees et al r984a). rn particur-ar, the verticar
wind shows a large, rapid and comprex response to rocalised, impursive
energy input associated with auroral substorms.

The results of the present study confirm the generar concrusions
stated above. oscirlatory motions of rarge ampritude were observed on

all nights and were consistent v¡ith thermospheric gravity waves. The

present data base is strongry biased towards disturbed geomagnetic

conditlons; however, the resurts of Jury 20 indicate that rarge
verticar motíons may arso occur durlng extremely quiet condrtions.

rf a locartsed heat source is apptied to the rower thermosphere

expansion will occur and upward ¡notion is to be expected at all levels
above the source. Thermospheric models have confirmed and extended

thls pt--cture (Mayr et al. 1984a,b). calcurarions Lndicate thar the
Ëhermosphere responds raptdry to rocarised heatfng. The rargest--t
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percurbations occur above the source, where the wind is chiefly
upward. As the source is turned, on or off oscillations occur and

thermospheric gravity waves are generaced which redistribute
geomagnetic energy globally. Outside the source region the behavlour

is more complex and is dominated by oscfllatlons.

The data frorn April 13, l''l,ay 24 and September 19 are in substantial

agreement with the model predictions and r^rith observations in the

northern hemisphere (Rees et al. 1984a) . The mosr striking feature is
the extremely rapid and complex response of the thermosphere to

impulsive energy input associated with auroral substorms. This is
particularly evident on May 24 and september 19, when strong upward

winds occurred in direct response to geomagnetic energy input. on

April 13, the disturbance commenced during a pre-existing period of
upward wind and the thermospheric response is ress obvious.

The calculations of Rees et âr., (19g4b) indicate downward winds

of 3O-Boms-l which acc as a significant local energy source outside

the principal source region following the end of the dÍsturbance. This

is confirmed by the results of April 13 where strong downward v¡inds of
up to looms-l occur from 0030 to ol0o ur and are accompanied by a

temperature increase of -450K. Also, on May 24, proronged periods of
downward wind from l82o to 1930 and 2L4o to 2220 ur are accompanÍed by

temperature increases of -200K. These temperature perturbations are

delayed by L-2 hours relative to the onset of the geomagnetic

disturbances and are therefore not attributable to direct heating from

auroral sources. The resurts suggest that the vertical wind plays a

significant role in the redistribution of geomagnetic energy.

{
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The measurements of the horizontar wind fierd reveared an

interestÍng problem which remains outstanding. The probtem rerates to
large horizontal dlvergence of the wlnd field which is apparent in rhe

individuar wind measurements made in the four cardinal directions.
Figure 7.12 shows the averages of che harf-hourry sampres for

Ap<25' The measurements of the geographic meridional component made to
the north and to the south are shown in Figure -/.L2a and the zonal
measurements in Figure 7 -12b. Horizontal gradients of several hundreds

of metres per second were observed in both components. The observing

geometry is irlustrated in Figure 7.L3a which shows that measuremencs

made to the north and to the south are separated by a horizontal
distance of -800km, as are measurements to the east and v¡est. The

horÍzontar gradients in both meridional and zonal directions therefore
amount to -0.2*"-17k*. Figure 7.13b indicates the average rocation of
the auroral electrojet. The erectrojet is oriented approximatery in
the geographic northeast to southwest direction and its position with
respect to Mawson varies both with ur and with geomagnetic activity.
The average position Ís close to Mawson,s zenith.

rt is clear that a divergenÈ 'rine-source, of verocity, associated
with the electrojet, could account qualitativery for the observed

horizontar divergence. Thís idea wirr nov, be deveroped further; it
must be pointed out however, that the folrowfng discussion is
necessarily speculative due to the incomplete nature of the avallable
data.

rt has been well established that the aurorar zones are important
sources of thgrmospheric gravity waves resulting from Joule and

partlcre heatfng in the rower thermosphere. The propagatfon of these
waves at middle and Ìow latltudes has been studied extensively and is
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2h.tane

e e

Ffqure 7.13 (a) observing geometry in section; the earth,s surface
(assurned flat) is indfcaced by the heawy horizontar lfne,
h fs the hetghc of che emitcing layer and d is the zenith
angle of the observacfon. Observations made -to the north
and south are thus separated by a hortzontar distance of
2h-Èand, as are obserrraclons Èo the east and rrest.
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Ficure 7.13 (b) observing geometry in plan wiew; Mawson is lndicaced
by the central cross , the pof_nËs labelled N, E, S ,lI
fndicate the positlon of observations made to the
geographic north, east, south and west. The approximaËe
average location of che auroral erectroJet is fndicated
by the broken line.
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revie\red by Francis (L975). Recent observations, made withln the
auroral zones, have revealed vertical motions in excess of lOoms-l 

".rd
have demonstrated considerable urave activity even during relativery
quiet geomagnetic conditions. These observations have been discussed

in section 7.5.

The results presented in section 7.5 suggest that oscillations in
the vertÍcal component of the wind verocity are frequentry present

during quiet to moderate conditions, with amplitudes of -25m"-1 ".rd
periods in the range 20 to 60 minuces. rt is proposed that the

observed divergent frow is driven by momentum deposition resurting
from the dissipation of gravity r^raves generated in the vÍcinity of the

auroral electrojet.

The acceleration of the background frow resurting from wave

dissipation may be estirnated from the measured r^rave parameters. ç,e

note that propagating gravity vraves transport horizontal momentum, the
vertical flux of which is given by (Hines 1960, Lgl2)

F
2P'o'/' 

EX

where p is the atmospheric density, wo the ampritude of the vertical
velocity oscillation, r the srave period and r, the vaisara-Brunt
period. rn the absence of dissipation F*" i" independent of heÍght and

the exponential decrease of p with height is compensated by an

increase in wo. This process is however limited by the high kinematic
viscosity of the upper thermosphere; dissipation results and the wave

energy and momentum are transferred to the background atmosphere.

Midlatitude studies have found !/ave amplitudes to be independent of
height above -25okm (Testud 1970). under such condicions the
acceleratiorr of the background flow ls given by
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2dUldt - w /2, Hoî

where H is the atmospheric scale height.

rn the 200-300km region we may take rr-15 minutes and H-50krn. The
_1vertical wind measurements suggest that wo-25ms-t and ¡-45 minutes are

t¡rpical values of the wave parameters. Inserting these values into the

above equation yietds a horlzontal acceleratlon of O. O2ms-2. This is
comparable to typical Coriolis accelerations and perhaps a factor of
two lower than ion drag acceleration in this region of the atmosphere

(Hays et al. L979). The observed divergence is therefore qualitatively
consistent I'rith the results expected from a line source of velocity,
which is identified with momentL¡m deposition resulting from

dissipating gravity \À¡aves, generated within the aurorar erectrojet.

Further study is definitely required in order to expand on the

above statement. The most important requirement is to reduce the time

resolution of the observations to a few minutes, thus permitting both

the horizontal wind field and the detailed behaviour of the vertical
component to be obtained. This would allow changes in divergence to be

rerated more directly to wave activíty. The nev, generation of imaging

Fabry-Perot spectrometers is capable of such measurements and should

allow significant improvemenc over the preliminary results presented

here.

E
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Chapter 8

CONCLUSTONS

8.1 Summary of Results

The observations confirm that at high ratitudes, the neutrar
thermosphere is driven principarry by momencum transfer from
convecting ions. This concrusion is in agreement wlth ground_based

observations from the northern hemisphere, with saterlite observations
and with the predictions of the¡:mospheric generar circulation models.

The observed winds forrowed the pattern of ion convection
resurting from erectric fierds of magnetospheric origin. The wind
direction \./as sunward in the afternoon and evening hours, changing to
antisunward around magnetic midnight. Both the averaged winds and the
results from individual nights folrowed this basic pattern. During
disturbed geomagnetic condítions the wind speeds were increased but
wind directions remained rargely unchanged. observed temperatures lrere
in the range 600-800K during quÍet to moderate geomagnetic conditions
(Ap<25) and reached up ro 1200K during disrurbed condirions. A broad
minimum in temperature at around 16O0UT was noted.

Further examination of the wind data revealed a stong dependence

on the y-component of the interpranetary magnetic field (rMF By) as

measured by the rMp-g spacecraft. For rMF B, negative, the geomagnetic

zonaL component of the averaged wind vectors r{¡as westward from -lg0O-
0200¡{LT' For rMF By posicive the zonar co¡nponent shÍfted frorn westward

to eastward ar -22ooIrLT. The dependence of rMF B, was therefore
especially pronounced around rnagnetic midnight. This phenomenon may be
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exprained by reference to the known relationship between rMF B" and

the geometry of the porar ron convection pattern. For rMF By negatÍ-ve,

the dusk convection cell becomes enlarged in the southern hemisphere,

while for rMF B, positive the darrm cerr is enrarged. The enrarged cerl
strongly infruences the neutral circulacion across the polar cap anct

in the magnetic midnlght region of the auroral ovar, ln agreement wlth
the observations.

The observed winds v¡ere compared with the output of a

thermospheric general circuration model deveroped at universrty
college, London. Two model runs vrere consÍdered: one for rMF B,
negative and another for rMF By positive. rn both cases good agreement

was obtained between model and observed wind directions although the

model wind speeds r{rere generalry rarger than those observed. This
discrepancy was attributed to the fact thac high solar activity was

assumed for the model simurations. The model results suggested that
the dusk convection cell is usually more prominent than the dawn cerl,
since the associated anticycronic flow is effectively assisted by the

Coriolis force.

observaÈions of the verticar component of the wind reveared rarge
oscillatory motions consistent with the presence of thermospheric
gravity waves. Ampritudes hrere typicatry greater than 2oms-1 and

periods were in the range 20-60 minutes. These oscirlations were

observed during both quiet and disturbed geomagnetÍc condítions. The

oscirlations v¡ere consistent vrith the presence of thermospherfc
gravity v¡aves, resulting from Joule heating in the vicinity of the
auroral electrojet. The response of the vertical wind to impursive
heating events associated with auroral substorms r^/as extremely rapid,
with upward motions of 100ms-1 developlng on trme scares of 5-10
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minutes. Periods of strong downward, motion were found to coincide with

temperature increases of up to 2ooK. The resurts suggest that
thermospheric gravity waves of large ampltcude are a conmon feature of
the high-ratítude thermosphere and char they may pray an imporrant

role in the rediscribution of geomagnetic energy.

On most nights, large divergences v¡ere apparent in the horizontal

wind observations. It is speculated that the divergent flow results

from the dissipation of gravity waves, generated along the auroral

electrojet. simpre calculations support this hypothesls but further
study is required in this area (see next section).

8.2 Problems and Recommendatlons

A number of problems \rere identified during the course of this
work. Most of these relate to the Fabry-perot spectrometer, the

associated facilities at Mar.¡son and the difficulcies inherent in
conducting science in the Antarctic. These will nouT be briefly
summarised.

The time resolution of the observations is rimited by the

intenslty of the 63orun emission and by the throughput of the

speccrometer. For all observations except the vertical wind

measurements of section I -5, signar integration continued until a

preset total count l¡as achieved. This resulted in integration times of
typically -20 minutes. A comprete observing cycle over north, east,

south, wesc and zenith thus required -1oo minutes. This was too rong

to permit identification of gravity wave fluctuations in the

horizontal and vertical components of the wind. For the vertical wind

measurements of secti-on 7.5, integration time was fixed at -6 minutes

to ensure Èhat flucÈuations dorsn to * the våisålå-Brunt period (-15
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rnlnutes) courd be detected. This reduced integration time yierded
results which úrere acceptabre except when the 630nm emission was

extremely weak.

rt appears, therefore, that the time resolution of the horizontar
wind observatÍons courd have been improved by a factor of tlro or more.
unfortunatery, thls concrusion r.ras not reached untir the author
returned to Australra, since the rimited computlng facirrtles at
Mawson permitted only a cursory examlnatlon of the data. The results
have at least provided infornation allowing the tlme resolution and

statistical error of subsequent observations to be better optimised.
The lack of computing facirities r^ras a serlous probrem in two

respects: firscly, as irrustrated above, the inabirity to anaryse data
on site meant that certaÍn difficulties could not be identified until
Ehe observing program (of almost one year,s duration) was compreted.
Secondry, considerable time hras wasted since the development of
analysis programs, analysÍs of data and interpretation of resurts
could not commence until- the author's return to Australia.

rt is unlikery that a suitabre computing syscem wirr be avairabre
at Mawson in the near future. However, the above probrems can now be
overcome by use of a recently installed satellite communication rink
between Mawson and Austraria. rt is recommended that raw data be

transferred to Australia on a weekry basis for imnediate anarysis.
This procedure wourd be cheap, relatively simpre and wourd
dramatically reduce the lead-tíme between observatfon and publlcation
of results.

A further problem concerned the rack of instrument automation.
During the course of these observations the instrument required
constant operator aÈtentlon in order to posrcron the perrscope,
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initiace scannlng, monitor the integrated signal, cease scannÍng when

approprlate and record the data. rn addition, the wavelength

caribratlon source had to be inserted into the optical path and

calibration scans performed at frequent intervals. During winter the

instrument had che potentiar to operate continuousry for many days

(croud permitting) but this vras impossible for a single operator to

achieve.

This probrem has since been addressed and during 19g4 the

instrumenc control- software r,¡as upgraded to permÍt automated

operaËion. The Present configuration permits observations over a

preset cycle of periscope positions, with sky observations and

wavelength caÌibrations alternating. operator attention is only

required every 10 hours, in order to change the data tape.

The lack of a zero-velocity reference is a minor probrem and the

assumptions outlfned in section 6.6 are unlfkely to lead to
significant systematic error. The Mawson Institute, in collaboration
with the Physics Department of the university of Adelaide has

developed an oxygen discharge lamp whÍch produces both the 55gnrn and

630nm emissions. unfortunatery, the lamp requires refilring after a

few months and is not as yet suitable for service in the Antarctic.
The suitability of the instrument for daytime observations must be

questioned. The author's attempts to isolate the daytime 63onm

emissfon from the background of scattered sunlight were unsuccessful.

Even after 90 minutes of signal integration, the extracted feature was

extremely weak and in most cases v¡as so dlstorted as to make wÍnd and

temperature analysis impossible. work is continuing on this problem,

using the Mawson instrunent and a prototype of that instrumenc

lnstalled at I'ft Torrens, near Adelaide"
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Finally, the usefulness of the Fabry-perot spectroneËer wourd be
improved by coordinatfng observacions wfth the other two fnstruments
used for atmospheric research at Mawson. The first of these is a

photometer used to record fluctuations in the intensity of alrgrow an¿

aurorar emissions over three spaced fields of view. The instrument is
essentially three independent photometers which share the same

corlection optics and is described by Jacob (19g5). correration
analysis of the records from the three fields yÍerds estimates of the
period and horizontar phase velocity of gravity lraves at the height of
emission. An identical instrument, instarred at Mt Torrens, has been

used to lnvestigate the generation of gravity v¡aves within the
troposphere. The Mawson instrument was operated during 19g1 but noise
associated with aurorar emissions made anarysis of the data
impossible. rt is hoped that during sorar minimum condÍtions the
instrument wilr yierd usefur information concerning gravity waves in
the mesosphere and thermosphere.

The second ínstrument is a radar used to measure horizontar wind
velocities in the 6o-lookrn regíon. Radio vraves of frequency I .94lryz
are transrnitted vertically upward and are partialry reflected by
irregularitíes Ín the atmospheric refractive index. The reflected
I¡/aves form a diffraction pattern v¡hich moves across the ground at
twice the velocity of the írregurarities. This pattern is sampred by
three spaced antennas whose outputs are anarysed to obtafn the
horizontal wind verocfty as a function of helght. The instru¡nent rs
described in derail by Macleod (19g6).

clearry, coordination of all three instruments is desirable,
especially in regard to the questions raised in section I .6.
Furthermore, 1È is proposed Èhat a LrDAR system be installed at l¿lawson
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withfn the nexr few years (Jacka, LggT). Thls insrrument wirr provide
wind and temPeracure Lnformatf-on over the altitude range 5-7okm (Jacka

and Argalr, 1987). The combinaËion of arl of these instruments wlth
conventfonal meteorologlcal techniques rvould constitute an excremery

powerfur tool for probing che Antarctic atmosphere from the ground to
300krn alÈitude.
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Addenda

The examiners of this thesis have.. identifled a number of
errors, omissions and points requiriiñ$i ftrrther explanation.
Minor corrections have been made 

'rítru.'Ë'iìå ÈËxt where possible.
For the remaining lcems the folloviini exptanations are offered:

1. The conclusions relating to the hotizontal wind field
are based on averaged daÈa. Professor McEwan makes the point
thaÈ examples of raw data should be presented ewen if these
data are not considered explicitly.

It should be noted that there are (at least) two levels
of raw data, The most fundamental data object is the recorded
profile (yr, ) . The profiles from a given observing period are
then averaged to yield estimates of wind velocíty and

temperature during that period. The wind and temperature
measurements may also be regarded as 'raw data' for averaging
purposes.

An example of a typical night's wind and temperature
data is presented in Fig,7.L. There is, hov¡ever, no discussion
of results on a night-by-night basís except for the 6 nights of
vertical wind measurements presented in section 7 .8, No

examples of the recorded profiles (yr,) are provided.
Professor McEwan's point is well taken and it is

acknowledged thaL further discussion is required concerning the
selection and reJection of recorded profiles. Specific
criticisms are addressed in 2(a) through 2(c) below.

2.(a) The signal to noise ratio of the r:ecorded profiles is
calculated by the analysis procedure but ls not used expllcitly
in the analysis. EmphasÍs is lnsÈead glven to the statistical
uncertainties 1n the derived paramecers of the source profile;
i. e. profile width, peak positlon and total counts. The

corresponding uncertaintÍes ín the temperature and in the
components of the wind velocíty \¡¡ere typically within the
ranges 40-60K and 10-25ms-1 respectively.

(b) For observations other than those described in section
7 .5, signal integration conti.nued until a total of -50,000
counts rvas accumulated. This empirical figure r{as suggested by
I^/ilksch (f975) who had found it to produce acceptable results
at Mt Torrens. The discussion in section 8.2 describes how this
figure should be reduced by a factor of two or rnore.
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(c) The analysis routine calculates Èhe X2 parameter which
describes the goodness of fit of a Gaussian curve to the source
profiles. Profiles with 12>5 were rejected from the analysis.
Such profiles represented less than 1t of the total. Typical
values of X2 were in the range 2.5

3. (a) The plate separation
the course of the year. Thi
finesse and for maintenance
were made with the separation in the range 3.0-3.3mm. This is
j-n accordanee with the requirements of sectíon 4.3.5.

(b) Refleetive finesse r{ras measured using the method
described by Jacka (1"984).

axy
All

several times within
for measurements of
of the observations

(c) The basis
Hglee source is
therein.

for assumlng a temperature of 300K for the
described by l,{ilksch (L97 5 ) and references

4. The large horizontal divergence described in section 7.6
has been ascribed to the effects of momentum deposition from
dissipating gravity lraves.

Professor McEwan has correctly pointed out that the
apparent divergence may be removed by relaxing the assumption
of a zero mean vertical wind (section 6.6) . Indeed, the
detection of large vertical winds durlng disturbed periods is
described in section 7,5 and so this assumption must be
questioned,

UnforÈunately, the avallable data do not permit us to
settle this question and we are ob1-iged to make the most
reasonable assumption under the ' circumstances. In order to
remove the apparent divergence it would be necessary to assume
a vertical wind of the order of l-00ms-1 which must persist
throughout the period of observation. IÈ is difficult to
understand how such a motion could be maintained.

It is certainly acknowledged that this matter \,¡arrants
further investigatlon and thls is discussed further in section
8.2,
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